Would like to be called and told how long we will have the year book.
“there is not a single moment in life we can afford to lose”
— goul burn —
rainy sundays;
cloudy skies —
thinking about the days gone by
well, don't think too long,
'cause it's bound to hurt
so long, good times...
— du pont —
 FOOTBALL

This year’s football team put itself on a level with the finest the school has ever produced. For the first time since entering the N.N.J.L.L P.V. captured its first unshared title with a league record of 8-0 with only a loss to Clifton (not counted in league standings).

With a new head coach at the helm, Joe Biscaha followed in the fine tradition of Valley football coaches. Biscaha was named Coach of the Year by area newspapers and the New York Daily News.

Heading up this year’s fine team were offensive standouts half back Bill Hale who ran up 400 some yards on offense and was a stickout on defense. John Urchak set the team a fire with his punt and kickoff returns.

The only negative point was when Jim Spencer broke his arm in action and unable him to finish a fine school career. But in the tradition of Valley football they arose to the occasion with Junior Gary Titus stepped in to the N.N.J.L.L crown.

This season was one that will stay in the minds of everyone who cheered the hornets on to victory, and give inspiration to next year’s team to carry on the fame of the Green and White.

Head Coach — Mr. Biscaha, Ass’t. Coaches — Mr. Sisbarro, Mr. Green, Mr. Harding, Mr. Smith, Mr. Pellechia, Mr. McMahon, Mr. Aharrah.
Coach Joe Biscaha
This year’s Soccer team finished with a 7-6-3 record, a satisfactory record for past squads, but a disappointing season for this year’s Mazzamen.

The season began with high expectations but P.V. succumbed to numerous injuries and bad breaks. High points this season was tying rival Hackensack and Valley’s first win in the state tournament. The team’s offensive captains were Randy Escobar and Todd Radwin, while the defensive captains were Frank Franciosi and Ron DiCola.

Individual achievements went to Randy Escobar, First Team N.N.J.I.L. and All State and County. Ron DiCola, First Team N.N.J.I.L. and County and Joe Zarek, made Honorable Mention on the N.N.J.I.L., County and All State Teams. Next year’s team will have 3 returning lettermen, while 13 lettermen who are leaving will be missed.
girlsfieldhockey
This year the Girls Field Hockey team completed its second varsity season. With Autumn came rookie coach Sandra Roberts who worked hard with captains Bonnie Chalmers and Mickey Glita to inject the team with the traditional winning spirit.

As far as records go, theirs was no indication of the effort put forth by the girls. But come next Autumn, the team will not go unrecognized. For this is a team that is bound to climb to the top.
This year's team was young and inexperienced, but with a bright future. The team was too erratic because of inexperience but a lot of good pointers were picked up by the younger members of the squad.

Ray Shatwell had another outstanding year. Ray made All County and All League honors.

Along with Captain Shatwell, Mike Henkie, Jeff Freeman and Ralph Cavallaro are the only lettermen not returning and will be sorely missed.

Mr. Bender and his staff are very optimistic about next year and looking forward to the league championship.

Head Coach — Mr. Bender
Ass't. Coach — Mr. Klick

CROSS COUNTRY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High School</th>
<th>Won</th>
<th>Lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Valley</td>
<td>76-91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaneck</td>
<td>71-61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramus</td>
<td>92-62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Grove</td>
<td>74-61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifton</td>
<td>71-52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergenfield</td>
<td>64-78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackensack</td>
<td>62-58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garfield</td>
<td>57-78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgewood</td>
<td>71-61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifton</td>
<td>67-59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Lawn</td>
<td>68-77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Valley</td>
<td>86-58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaneck</td>
<td>55-64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramus</td>
<td>49-63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergenfield</td>
<td>87-53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackensack</td>
<td>57-67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garfield</td>
<td>95-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgewood</td>
<td>72-70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifton</td>
<td>83-79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Lawn</td>
<td>76-72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawthorne</td>
<td>68-58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passaic</td>
<td>62-57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifton</td>
<td>61-81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passaic</td>
<td>60-57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Bergen</td>
<td>75-74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifton</td>
<td>42-53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaneck</td>
<td>56-78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This year's team did another fine job as they won the annual Christmas Tournament, finished second in the Coaches Tournament and made a strong third in the N.N.J.I.L. Once again John Gerdy led the team with an area leading average of 26 points per game and was named to the first All County Team and First Team N.N.J.I.L. Mike Suglia made second team All County, second team N.N.J.I.L. and Dan Di Iorio made Honorable Mention All County team.

This year's record 21-6 was one of the finest ever, and the 21 wins were the most in the thirty three year history of the school, and for the first time in nineteen years the team has reached the finals of the New Jersey Group IV Sectional Championship. Coach DiSimoni and his assistants are to be commended for their fine job. Next year's team will be without six lettermen, but with John Gerdy returning, Valley will try to bring down the N.N.J.I.L. crown.
Jim Gaita (Captain), Dan Di Iorio, Lou Abouyon, Dave DiLella, Bill Hale, Jim Cochran, John Gerdy, Mike Sugi- lia, Skip Brask, Carmen Bastante, Jeff Coleman, John Paridiso, Dan Van Hook, Dan DiLella, Don Fellman,

The Girls Varsity Basketball Team was no exception to the fine display of talent exhibited this winter.

After weeks of preparation, the girls came out ready to fight. Their determination became evident when the team fought perhaps the most impressive battle of the season. On January 25, 1974, P.V. upset undefeated Paramus by a score of 39-38.

The team captains Anna Di Salvo and Kim Hamilton, along with second year coach Sue Bridenburg, led the girls to a season that indicates a bright future ahead.

With graduation, the team will lose the four seniors who are the original members of the first Varsity team. But this should not impair the future success of the team. Next year there will be three starting juniors returning who should by all means arouse the spectators.
Mike Tafuni, Dan Pagano, Jim Bush, Glen Purves, Brian Surage, Ron Di Cola, Peter Campilango, Ben Benvenuti (Co-Capt), Bob Johnson, Steve Tepper, Bill Kovalczyk, Jim Capitzi, Jim Cafone, John Pinadella, John Vigilante, John Lonsky (Co-Capt), Bill Barlow, John Garcia.
This year’s grapplers finished a season that they’ll remember for a long time. For the first time in the twelve year history, Mr. McMahon’s men compiled an undefeated record, along with the N.N.J.I.L. title under the superb coaching of Dave McMahon and his assistants. The team went on to win the Passaic County Coaches Tournament and finished a close second in the District 8 Tournament.

Individuals high points were the undefeated Bill Kovalczyk and Ben Benvenuti in League matches. Those qualifying for the State Tournament in Princeton were Bill Kovalczyk, John Lonsky and John Garcia.

A fine job was done and congratulations are in order to Mr. McMahon and everyone involved in wrestling and hopes for another fine season next year.
Essex Catholic  Won  34-17  
Wayne Valley  Won  28-18  
Teaneck  Won  44-0  
Montclair  Won  55-4  
Paramus  Won  41-7  
Bergenfield  Won  30-16  
Hackensack  Won  29-14  
Caldwell  Won  39-14  
Garfield  Won  63-3  
Ridgewood  Won  33-15  
Clifton  Won  32-16  
Fairlawn  Won  46-3  

Passaic County Champs  

NNIIIL Champs
Bowling is enjoying a growing interest at PV. This year the team won twenty games for the second year in a row. Finishing a strong third in the N.N.J.I.L. race, Mr. DePaul's men showed what long hours of practice can do. Such performances by Steve Drehetz and Rick Tissot made for exciting season. Mr. DePaul is to be congratulated for another job well done.
This year's team is stepping out on the diamond with optimistic hopes to take it all. With five returning lettermen and some new faces, Valley is trying to nail down an N.N.J.I.L. flag. With Captains John Urchak, Mark Todisco and Coach Reaser and staff are looking for pitch depth with Bob Hulme and junior Tom Sokowski. Valley is looking ahead to all comers with enthusiasm and high spirits.
SCHEDULE

Lakeland  Ridgewood
Cedar Grove  Clifton
Montclair  Fair Lawn
Passaic  Wayne Valley
Lakeland  Teaneck
Wayne Valley  Paramus
Verona  Bergenfield
Teaneck  Hackensack
Paramus  Garfield
Bergenfield  Ridgewood
Hackensack  Clifton
Garfield  Fair Lawn
Talent, strength and good spirit seem to be the factors of a winning team at Passaic Valley. The girls' varsity softball team has all these things and more. Second year captains Bonnie Chalmers and Anna DiSalvo are helping Coach Sandra Roberts form what looks like a strong team with unlimited capabilities. As in previous years, several underclassmen are displaying powerful hit and run potential.
This year's team will be getting into the swing of things this April and are ready to tee off. After dedicated practices they are up to par to take on any N.N.J.I.L challenges. Under Coach Ariola and with seniors Jim Spencer, Steve McCrostie, Joe Zarek and Todd Radwin, PV is looking forward to a big step onward to the fairway of victory.

GOLF

SCHEDULE
Fair Lawn
Wayne Valley
Teaneck
Paramus
Bergenfield
Hackensack
Garfield
Ridgewood
Clifton

TEAM
Steve McCrostie
Joe Zarek
Todd Radwin
Jim Spencer
John Higgins
Bob DreNch
Mike Feinberg
Alex Auchos
Paul Burka
Barry Mirowsky
The 1974 track team is off to a running start with Coach Pellechia in the lead. Along with being a top contender in the N.N.J.I.L., the varsity has the potential to take both the Passaic County Relays and the Passaic County Championship. Outstanding performances are expected to be turned in by Captains Jim Gaita and Mike Fisher, and seniors John Garcia, Dan Salko, Ray Sharwell, Dave Hagman and Bill Kovalczyk. Captain Jim Cochran who unfortunately will be unable to compete due to injury, will serve as an inspiration to the rest of the team.
TENNIS
The Girls' Gymnastics team started off its second year as a varsity team with more than its usual poise and grace. Captains Lea Pellinen and Debbe Smith worked hard with Miss Mingst to get the team in swinging shape. Difficult moves on the horse, uneven bars, balance beam and floor exercise have made the team one of P.V.'s best.
Captains: Debbe Smith
Lea Pellinen
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS

President — Ron Passenti
Vice-President — Joann Masterpasqua

Recording Secretary — Laura Zanfino

Corresponding Secretary — Jackie Massaro

Co-Treasurer — Kathy Krill

Advisor — Mrs. Lynne Banks

Co-Treasurer — Barbara Odwell

Advisor — Mr. Nicholas Gemma
Class Officers

SENIOR CLASS

President: Ron Passenti
Vice-President: Joann Masterpasqua
Recording Secretary: Laura Zanfino
Corresponding Secretary: Jacqueline Massaro
Co-Treasurers: Barbara Bidwell
Kathy Krill
Historian: Lynne Zwerver
Advisors: Mrs. Lynne Banks
Mr. Nicholas Gemma

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

President: John Cipolletti
Vice-President: Anna DiSalvo
Secretary: Sue Reda
Treasurer: John Waryas
Advisors: Mr. Viktor Joganow
Mr. John Wallace

youth is a beautiful dream, but its sweetness is enslaved by the dullness of books and its awakening is a harsh one.

shall there come a day when wise men are able to unite the dreams of youth and the delights of learning as reproach brings together hearts in conflict?

shall there come a day when man's teacher is nature and humanity is his book and life his school?

will that day be?

— kahlil gibran —
LOUIS ABOYOUN

"Lou" ambition: To be a success in my future goals memories: P.B.W.; park; Pub, Mars.; shore '73; "Concert Time"; Zepplin with L.D.; 5 weeks at D.D.; great times with Park boys; Seaville; sleeping in J.W.'s car secret ambition: to someday own my own business

RICHARD ADAMS

"Rich" ambition: To retire at an early age memories: Math classes with Mr. B.; freshmen year meeting new friends; Conv class; senior year; secret ambition: to race cars professionally

VIRGINIA AGOSTINELLI

"Ciny" ambition: College, a career memories: 1st day at PV; Gill's Show '72-'74 Dr. Ed.; "martian and stars" victory; color guard co-captain '73-'74 with D.P.; Bio; the best and funniest years with D.P.; 6th study; Senior Play; H.S., D.M., J.N., "red heads", K.K., S.H.; jr. yr; C.P., J.R., T.D. in Chem; I Foods II; D.S. - K.K.; J.S., M.C.; talks with D.P. secret ambition to be happy with that certain someone and live my life the fullest HONOR SOCIETY.

STEPHEN ALBANESE

"Chain" memories: The garage; R.E.A. trailer; Penn.; caught on track by Rocky; The shore; camping at Stokes

JOSEPH ALBANESE

"Joe" ambition: To get out memories: sitting around the old oak tree with G.F. secret ambition: get rich soon

RICHARD PAUL ALESSIO

"Rick" ambition: Draftsman, hairstylist memories: The LF's gang; getting pushed around town by LF's cops; D.S.' house; 4 yr. of cutting; parties; L.F.S.S. 2 yrs.; soph yr; 5th lunch at D.C.'s house; jr. yr; late 58 days secret ambition: world's famous chef

JUDITH A. ALFANO

MARY JANE ALLGAYER

"Mary" ambition: Physical education teacher memories: good times with T.C.; the cotillion '72; prom '73; color guard '72 and '73; summer and shore '73; Girl's Show '71-73; girls of the future with P.J.; ski trips; Friday nites with L.H., J.L., K.T. and L.F.; secret ambition: to live on a farm in Penn. with all my friends.

DAVID ANTHONY ALVINO

"Dave" ambition: To have my own business memories: Chem. I; Eng. Ill; junior year people, friends; secret ambition: to play pro football for the Green Bay Packers.

KENNETH ANDREOTTA

"Ken" ambition: Art memories: Stoph summer with A.L.; cherry flavored tissues; Mural; Melanie concert; parties on the island and in the field; good times with A.L., C.R., B.I., D.A., C.A., P.C., B.B.; green plants; yellow mouse; secret ambition: to live on a farm in Penn. with all my friends.

PATRICIA ANN ANGELO

"Anchalois" ambition: To be happy with R.C. always and forever memories: meeting R.C.; munchies D.F. and E. Pat; girls; nodding out; up state N.Y.; concerts; Florida with M.C., D.F.; sleeping at M.T. house; riding in a bug black car; B.B. Freddy; long talks with B.B. and little C.P.; sleeping at M.G. house w.h.s.; laughs with A.K.; Feb. 23; secret ambition: to work with children, old people or cosmetics.

DONNA ANDREWS


JUDY ANTONUCCI


PETER J. ARTS JR.

"Arts" ambition: To teach and get rich memories: English with H.F. and C.D.; band '72-74 with K. and J.B.; Trans. Ill with the old redheads; and best of all, my pal, Kuk secret ambition: to be a legend in my own time.

LORI ASHBAUGH

Ambition: Business career memories: all the friends I have made here at PV that will be friends forever; secret ambition: to make a success of my life...
ELIZABETH ANN AUGELLO

"Bet" ambition To go into business
memories M.L., L.M., V.S.; frosh Gym with
Miss M.; the fights with M.L.; Buick; Ford acci-
dent; shore with L.M.; L.M.'s house; fun with
D.N.; good and bad times with M.L.; senior
year; English I, II, III and IV with "F.B.
secret ambition to travel
HONOR SOCIETY.

JAMES AULITA

"Jim" ambition Police man memo-
ries Bio. I soph year; soph. History; good
times with M.S., M.T., S.A., P.B. and S.K.
secret ambition to be a millionaire.

STEVEN AUTERI

"Steve" ambition To major in biology
memories Biology I; English II, III; good
times with N.S. and summer of '73 with J.A.,
R.D., P.M.B., P.V., M.T. secret ambition
to have everything I want

DEBRA AVOLIO

"Debe" ambition English teacher
memories Mr. B.'s Alg. I; Crafts; Cotillion;
5/19/72; sharing my life with M.S.; sharing a
special friendship with V.E. (long talks); relays;
J.L.'s party; Bio. I; b.b. games, Spanish II; using
M.C.; locker; being with the gang '73; fighting
with L.A.; DQ with H.S., D.N., J.L., D.M.D., D.D.
secret ambition to relieve my happy times
of '72-'73 and become involved enough to help
people.

SUSAN AVOLIO

"Stretch" ambition To do God's will
memories Lunch with K.A., R.B., B.W. and
J.N.; Lake George in the winter; winter retreat;
with all my Christian brothers and sisters; sec-
cond reformed; Wi: Di-l, R.B.'s beard at auction;
munchkins, Melanie concert with J.J., J.F., K.A.,
R.B.; my niece, frisbee, holy smoke; roller skat-
ing; L.W.M. witnessing secret ambition
giving a bible to everyone in the world.

CRYSTAL ANN BAILEY

"Chris" ambition To be a veterinarian
memories my most pleasant memories is
when I first arrived to this school, all the people
were so nice to me especially B.R.B.B.D.J.,
and the rest of the gang secret ambition
to travel to different countries.
KYRA ELYSE BAKER

"Kyra" ambition Secretary memories Frosh English; M. and S.; Trips: trip to New York; 8/16/70; L.G.; laughing in General Art; Girl Show ’73; R.G.; plane trip to Florida; "Corey"; "Beatrice"; 4th lunch Frosh and Soph.; Sten. I first period; Typing I; room with Miss K. secret ambition to work in the Eyewitness News room.

MICHELE BAKER

"Michelle" ambition Legal secretary memories Seaside ’73; 6th per. Dr. Ed. with Mr. B.; bowling club with M.D., J.M. & I.D.J.; the Hun at seaside; trip to Alexander's; C.C. & S. 5th per. gym with E.D., P.H., K.R. & W.G.; being friends with M.D. & S.G.; working with N.T. secret ambition to see the whole world smiling.

VICTORIA BARKER


WILLIAM BARLOW

"Bill" ambition Accountant memories all nighter with D.S.; fights with J.C.; K.D., J.C.; The Baha and Trill; Miss D. 6th per.; Eng. summer festival at W.W.; on the SO.; C.P., C.C., D.S.

GRACE BARRERA

"Grace" ambition To be a typing teacher memories Park ’70-’72 with K.F., R.D.C.; 5th B.M., with C.C., White Marching ’72-’73 C.P., Nov. 20. March 11, ’72-’73; Cotillion ’72 with S.P. and R.S.; J. Lee (R.R. and C.R.); Seaside ST1 and chrb., with "p"; Channel; "Riders" and "kvans Treats" with M.C.; "The Chase" with M.C., C.P., C.S. secret ambition to find out who C.O. the I. from O.T. in the P. HONORSOCIETY.

DEBRA BATSON

"George" ambition to live happily ever after memories Seaside with I. McD.; Drive-in movies with I. McD. and M.Y.; Choir with D.R. and H.H. secret ambition to achieve stick shift driving with M.D. Mach I.
BARBARA A. BAUMANN

BARBARA A. BAUMANN

PETER BAYDA
"Ruth" ambition: Meteorologist. Sophomore memories: Freshman studies with S.R.; Freshman bowling, junior secret ambition: to be-

GARY CRAIG BEHNKEN
"Stretch" ambition: To become an ac-

MARYANN BELDING

RUTH MARIE BELLOW

BENJAMIN PHILLIP BENVENUTI
"Ben" ambition: College, to be an ac- accountant memories: C.S.; "getting ripped" in the pool; fun with T.G. (Troll); J.V. and J.B.; Perkins; Bite's 71-72; captain of wrestling and "Smiling Dave"; football with "Jumping Joe"; D.Q.; summer 71 having talks with C.M.; swimming in apt. pool secret ambition to be a belly dancer HONOR SOCIETY.

JOHN CHARLES BERNDT
"Bugs" ambition: Medicine memories: making Eagle; good times with O.E., J.M., J.D., R.M.; wild lunches: 4 years band; 7:30 1,2,3,4, fun with S.H., L.B., E.F., J.B. and Ralph; Miami and Ocean World; Peppy the Owl; I.P. and J.M.; Soph. Eng and pet shop; clats '73' play; U.V. "70" mod. sched.; disappearing hallways; "phenomenon ol change" secret ambition to travel the time and visit the planets HONOR SOCIETY.

BRIAN BENDER
"Bugs" ambition: Medicine memories: making Eagle; good times with O.E., J.M., J.D., R.M.; wild lunches: 4 years band; 7:30 1,2,3,4, fun with S.H., L.B., E.F., J.B. and Ralph; Miami and Ocean World; Peppy the Owl; I.P. and J.M.; Soph. Eng and pet shop; clats '73' play; U.V. "70" mod. sched.; disappearing hallways; "phenomenon ol change" secret ambition to travel the time and visit the planets HONOR SOCIETY.
WAYNE BERRY

ambition: To raise piggly elephants
memories: the 46's at S.S.; S.B. at the P.I.;
two years at P.C.T.; the nights with T.M., S.D.,
H.J. at the R. secret ambition: queen of
England.

MONICA BERSAW

"Mon" ambition: College
memories: White Exercises; a picnic in May; a white
mustang; Choir; concerts; Tuesday nights, V.S.
and also V.B.; those four hour practices with
E.K. for May 23, 1973; "Exodus" in Typ; Trenton
and all my friends secret ambition: to
sing and always be happy.

BARBARA BIDWELL

"Barb" ambition: To become a pediatri-
cian
memories: '70-'74 campaign with
M.D.; W. Stars with M.H. — Guide — Lunch
time rides with M.H., K.J., H.H., P.H.; Sr. Play;
Mont at Hornet; Nov. 4, 1973; S.G.A. once a
week; Citizenship at Douglas with R.C.; The
Closeness that grew with R.G.; The boxing
gloves; red roses secret ambition: to be
able to add new dimensions to life and love
HONOR SOCIETY.

WILLIAM TERRANCE BLESSING

"Big Bill" ambition: To work construc-
tion
memories: Auto Shop with Mr. S.,
Graphic Arts with Mr. H., K.K., L.C., M.C.,
K.C. and R.C.; Friday and Saturday nights
secret ambition: to be successful in life

DAWN SUZANNE BODROGI

ambition: Dramatic Arts
memories: A.D.P. with eternal fondness; becoming
the person I dreamed I could be; "It's gonna
move!"; empty coke cans; my Key; Champagne
and kisses; L.S. and his smile; my mob;
opening my eyes, heart and mind; the person
who shaped my future secret ambition: to
own that certain castle in Scotland
HONOR SOCIETY.

SUSAN BOECKLE

"Sue" ambition: Writer
memories: sitting on the curb with C.K.; "never on a
rainy day"; Junior English with Miss N., M.P.
secret ambition: to finally meet the person
I've been writing about.

MARGUERITE ELENA BONNETT

"Peggy" ambition: Art
memories: Freshmen 4th period lunch; doing Mr. B's bul-
letin boards; Driver Ed. — making a 3 point turn
in the middle of traffic; German Club meetings
and German III period; secret ambition: to
have my paintings in the Louvre.
MARCI L. BORATTO
ambition Electrical field memories
Seaside in '73; jr. Print Shop; riding the bike; the drags; with the gang; by the rocks
secret ambition drive a professional bike race

JOSEPH MICHAEL BORSINA
"Joe" ambition To learn a trade memories Apt. Pool; Record Keeping with C.T., R.P.; poison Ivy; 4th period study Fresh year with E.R.; Track '70-'71 with Bear; car accident with J.V.; summer with J.V., T.G., B.B., S.T.; D.Q.; Ginos; Football practice with "jumping Joe" & D.D. secret ambition to drive a truck or spend most of my life in the Navy

BARBARA BRAUNSTEIN
memories 6th lunch with J.D.; leaving with J.C., C.T., D.C.; Dark room and New Angle with S.H., T.L.; singing Irish Eyes to M.O.M.; field hockey; Chen I, Popsy the Owl; C.H. and the horses; tennis with B.M.; secret ambition to rid the world of hatred, suffering and all those with a bad sense of humor

STEVEN BRENNAN
"Steve" ambition Singer and Banker memories 3 yrs. of soccer; Summers of '72 and '73; singing for Free Will; D.E.; good times with J.S.; D.W. and P.M.; Band; WPR. Sophomore year 5th Lunch and 3rd Lunch; talks in H.R. with P.M.; Boston secret ambition Sing for the Rolling Stones

ELLEN BRINDISI
"Brin" ambition To be witness of God's power memories Barn; April 15, 1973; Aug. 19, 1972; C.P.; junior year with C.P., G.P.; L.S., A.T., M.B., R.M.; C.P.'s kittens; orphanage; B.C., me and C.P.'s log cabin secret ambition hang it on your nose, I'll never tell

ALISON M. BROOKS
"Big Al" ambition To be a beautician memories playing cards in cafe and chatting; flooding the toilets with R.C.; hanging out by the T.I.B. with D.H., J.F.; and of course the P.A.L. Field with C.C., S.U., L.J., J.W., C.P., J.L., K.C. and beating up J.J. secret ambition To own a plantation with white slaves

FRED A. BRUSCO JR.
"Freddy" ambition To become a foreign language teacher memories Italian I Soph. yr.; 6th per. lunch Soph. yr.; Italian II Jun. yr.; Biol I Soph. yr.; Driver Ed. Jun. yr.; English III Jr.; Trams. II Jun. yr.; Italian III Sen. yr. secret ambition to become a college professor on the Italian language and also Labor Relations
DEBORAH BRUZGIS
“Deb” memory: girl’s room party; Brookdale Park

DONALD JAMES BUCKLEY
“Buck” ambition: To enjoy life
memories: Canada ’73-’74

NATALKA O. BUKALO
“Nat” ambition: Foreign languages
memories: Girl’s Show; times with M.M., K.K., M.T., M.B.; F.D.; German I-IV; Driver’s Ed.; Soph. Chem. class; Bio. I; Freshmen study; “troubles” in German with K.K.; planning a special party with M.T.; secret ambition to try everything at least once
HONOR SOCIETY

ARTHUR BURKETT
“Burke” ambition: To fly around the world
memories: Jr. English with Mr. M. and R.B.; 5th per. Gym with Mr. R. and R.Mc.; 1 per. Graphic Arts with J.H. and M.F.; Geometry with M.M.; and M.P. with E.S.; secret ambition: to marry D.F. or N.C. and to own a plane

SUSAN BURNS
“Sue” ambition: College
memories: Prom with P.L.; Steak Pit, 2/14/’73; “Temptation Eyes”; 12/16/’72; Sun. good byes; Span. with J.M.; laughing, planning and crying with J.L. and R.D.; The Horn; O.F.; Summer of ’72 and C.L.; J.L. and R.S.; Fri. nites to way; Dixie ’73; close to C.L.; Rauchel Ranch; my best friend D.S.; Aug. 13th sunrise; comm. head with M.S.; cotton with M.M.; Herbie; the park and R.D.; “Colour My World”; special times with P.L.; secret ambition: to understand why
DAVID BURRELL

"Dave" ambition To be a professional diver memories Soph, football; junior gym; football on J.M.'s front lawn; "The Root"; ice skating up Westmount secret ambition to dive the Barrier Reef

ELAINE BUSCEMA

"El" memories The two great years with F.S.; fun with K.D. and J.E.; The chase with K.D. after F.S. secret ambition To marry F.S. and to be happy

THERESE BUSH

"Tre" ambition College memories Din, Don, Bush; lineup; 3 yrs; L.J.V. and V. cheering; Jimmy Crickets; butterflies; Red Witch; first time J.A.; Wed. with D.D.; Rous L.O., J.W., D.K., D.D.; bottom, top, mid; J.L.; "The Fro"; Steak and Brew; shore '73 with D.D. and D.G.; M.O.P. F; Fresh s.s. with Mr. L.; Alfie 2 leprechauns; D.D.L.; comm. head; chestnuts; S7 Blain 2 a.m. D.G., K.K.; morning after secret ambition to always know the right thing to do

JAMES CAfone

"Aint" memories Camping with the "Columb Boys"; the Rag & Bag Brothers; wrestling; the longest day; 22 on the red with J.C.; threw the six pack out the window; cemetery football; almost made it to Maine — Stokes instead; the rapids; Hawaii 5-0; 7-up; "just drop 'em"; Allman Bros. Concert; B.F.

DEBORAH ANN CALLAMARI

"Cal" ambition Airline stewardess memories Great times with A.M.C., L.S., J.T., L.F., K.M., P.C., Pi. Pleas. '71; Beach Haven '72; Atlanta, Ga. '73 — G.P., C.P., E.P., M.H., M.S.H., Ricky; noema fights; cheering for D.B.T.; long walks with J.T.; Girl's Show '73; St. Joe's secret ambition to love and never lose those close to me
PETER CAMPILANGO

"V.C." ambition To be water boy for the Dallas Cowboys memories playing football in the halls with J.M.; playing army with C.S.C.C. during fresh baseball game; wrestling with H.S. and Driver's Ed. with H.S. and B.B.; construction with J.J.; secret ambition to ride a horse along the beach during sunset.

MARION CANNARELLA

ambition Fashion designer memories fashion study; Soph. lunch; Girl's Show; good times at Golden Steer; secret talks with J.S.; great friends like J.S., S.S., D.S., B.B., J.C., S.H., D.R., D.M. and G.A.; July 30-31 '73; Jr. yr.; 7/5/73; Summer '73 with B.M., D.S., J.S., A.S., S.G.A. dance '73; Bio; Boston's Driver's Ed.; "far-out": Sr. play; finally not stalling; Gremlin Rt. 23; all the people I ever met in 4 years secret ambition to ride a horse along the beach during sunset.

CAROL ANN CANNING

"Carol" ambition Secretary memories The fun I had in the car with L.C., N.K., J.D., C.H.; the times I had with M.J., M.D. & M.S.; History I II with A.D. and H. and J.L. home room with D.C. & C.C.; "77/72": English with M.B. & M.M.; English IV with J.L. & J.D.; 7/71 secret ambition to make that certain someone happy

JULIE CARAVELLI

ambition To become a secretary memories P.T.'s party; good times with N.G.; times with M.P. & P.C. at carnival; day spent with P.T. A.M.M., N.B. & S.D.; days spent with V.V. at New York Sophomore year secret ambition to travel a lot and have good times.

KENNETH D. CAROLA

"Ken" ambition Dentistry memories Chem. Lab with D.B. Physics with the Dean; U.S. History I with Mr. W.; ski club; J.C.C.; having R.W. for three classes; Bowling Club; Burger King secret ambition to conduct a symphony orchestra HONOR SOCIETY.

GUY MICHAEL CASO

"Hands" ambition To become an electrician memories Stage and Lighting Crew; 71-72 road rally with A.S., J.V., and B.D.; going down the shore surfing with M.P., G.S.; going sking with A.J. and ski club; playing guitar for Hot Ice secret ambition to become a lead player for a well known band.

ALFRED CASSELLI

"AI" ambition To have a business of my own memories Being with the gang at the Shell station and hanging in the bank; being with D.V., D.C., J.L., J.V.G., J.F. and especially D.D.; hanging in Tony's in Cedar Grove secret ambition to do what I feel is right.

JAMES CAPIZZI

"Fat Man" ambition Make money memories football and wrestling with H.S., D.M., S.G. and N.A.; electronics with Harry Jr. Eng. with certain people; The Chase with A.L. troll, R.D., M.T., E.G.; the camp; almost Maine — Stokes instead; with the boys; summer of Jr. year and the people I met secret ambition to live easy.
RALPH G. CAVALARO

"Cav" ambition...To be a writer...memories...To D., I.C., I.C., T.O., G.R., M.D.; Geometry and Algebra; getting dressed as Groucho Marx at the Greaser Hop; the halls and library; Paramus basketball game; cross country; "The Baxter" and Bogosh secret ambition...to surf down Niagara Falls...

DONALD A. CAVALLO

"Don" ambition...Complete my goal of life memories...Great times with "S.R."; Gymnastics with T.O., J.C., P.M., D.P., R.G.; Vermont '71, '72 & '73 with "S.R."; PV Ski Club with S.R., J.C., T.O., G.R., M.D.; the Rockies...

ROBERT LOUIS CELESTINO

"Bob" ambition...To be a printer memories...Hanging at the alleys with E.C., J.L., R.B., & K.; cutting school on the railroad tracks; coming in late; Little Falls secret ambition...make it with R.M.

DAWN CESTARO

"Dawn" ambition...Stewardess memories...J.D., P.S., C.C., J.D., S., D.S.; breakfast; cold night at Willowbrook; 6/6/73; sharing the locker with J.D.; my permit; Larry's, forgetting; canoeing; hiking; Mr. Peter; skiing; secret ambition...to be happy and make everybody else happy.

BONNIE LYNN CHALMERS

"B" ambition...Athletics memories...R.P.; Chem. with J.Z., Kooky-Pon; R.I. with R.P.; varsity sports; Girl's Show; Green Chief; id-ing; Warwick "Fearsome Four", L.D., S.F., J.J. hayride; lake, L.P.Y.G.; "The Cat"; oat tree; Mont Haven kids; Seaside with R.P.; New Year's; Coll.; D.D., D.G.; driving at B.F.; great times with R.P., J.M., B.F., B.D., R.N., V.J., F.L., P.T.; secret ambition...to make it to Colorado someday.

MARY CELENTANO

"Cinnie" ambition...Photo Advisor...memories...G.R. gang; (B.B.); cutting; suspended; stupid things with S.M.; good times with N.W., S.M., D.B., R.H., L.C.; times in C.G. with G.M., E.N., J.L.; Italy with P.S., B.J.R., D.R., M.R. & Barry; Mr. J.; little H.A. & Sal & A's my pals...secret ambition...to be famous...

CATHARINE CAVALLO

"Cath-e" ambition...Art teacher...memories...7th study frosh yr. with J.G.; bubbles and superballs; 2 years of gym with C.F.; 11/26/71, English Jr. yr. with D.O. and C.F.; P.C.; the lake with P.C.; rowboats; art classes; Texas '71; Driver's Ed.; 2 yrs. with P.C.; bus stop with J.G., E.G., R.G. and D.C. secret ambition...to build my own log cabin to live and paint in...

AUGUSTUS RALPH CERVINO

"Gus" ambition...Construction king...memories...The Garage; PA; good times at the trailer with Chain and others; the shore; shooting a sleeping rabbit; having fun...secret ambition...to get rich quick and spend it all...

HONOR SOCIETY.
PAUL CHEPIKIAN

"Peak" ambition: Commercial artist.
memories: low flying ducks with A.S.; Delaware River; blowing bubbles with D.A., K.A., Fidge; mural with J.C., D.A., K.A., etc.; Cinglella; Yearbook '73, '74; The Batmobile and $30 sales; no brakes; Text secret ambition: live a few songs.

ROBERT J. CIELSIAK

"Gil" ambition: Fine Arts.
memories: "The Raccoons"; good time with The Boys, J.S., A.S., D.R., C.K.; a good time with D.C.; all the "Bad" Brothers; Cisco Kid triping; watching the river flow; secret ambition: to be a millionaire.

JOHN P. CIPOLETTI

"Cip" ambition: Marine Biologist.
memories: Snow machines at Hunter Mountain; Key Club Convention; "playing the odds" — twice; gymnastics; P.H.S. Frisbee Team secret ambition: to go sky diving.

MARK CITARELLA

"Big Boy" ambition: To marry D.H.
memories: pink ripple; makin' bacon with D.H.; sausage in the car; the peck knows; gettin' ripped with the boys; Watkins Glen; The Dugout; 42nd St.; knockin' out M.D., Muschin; big time card games; secret ambition: to have tides with treads forever.

BARBARA CITUK

"Barb" ambition: Credit file operator.
memories: Good times with A.B., O.R., M.D., K.C.; Junior and Senior years. 6/1/73 secret ambition: to do what I want when I want

SANDRA ZOYA ANN CIZ

"Sandy" ambition: Humanitarian.
memories: good times with C.K., E.P., P.J., W.S.; vitamin 'C'; Penn's Peak crew; Dil; Skone french fries; 3 yrs. with M.W.L. growing up with J.C.; real good times with L.J.; Lotus Europa; modelling and acting; Scorpio. Watkins Glen; Crazy's Farm; N.Y. Dolls; Europe '72; secret ambition: to visit a friend, in a villa, in Spain

SCOTT E. CLAUSS

"Tish" ambition: W. P. Exxon with the boys; summer nights in my station wagon with R.S., M.N., S.W.; riding the Choppers through Paterson at 2:00 a.m.; secret ambition: to find the perfect chick.
MICHAEL CLIFTON

"Mike" ambition: To own a Continental Mark IV memories: all of my times with G.B.; Nov. 20; Soph, court; J.V. Pin vs. Stud; English corner; Coach Donnelly; sleeping out with Colombo boys; Sunday 10 a.m. football games; J.L.; baseball; soccer; Greek's load; May 19; April 7; working at Channel with G.B.; chase with G.B., C.P., C.S.; Lantern secret ambition: to have whatever I want to have whenever I want.

TANYA ANN COCULA


MICHAEL CONVERY

"Cheech" ambition: To go to college memories: Soph, class Pres.; Soph, court; Fr. basketball; Fr. baseball; S7 Blaine Ave.; H.A. boys; CC fort; the Big D; shooting the beaver in Bio.; J.C. losing his party shorts down the Bowl; "Trench Coat" secret ambition: to run for a political office.

FRANK L. CORONATO

"Chump" ambition: To be an animal technician memories: memories with V.A., F.M., B.R., V.H, M.G. secret ambition: to own 1,000 acres and raise animals and to marry V.A.

JAMES COCHRAN

"Coc" ambition: To attend Purdue U. memories: Cheer, dance; Ill. Bones; basketball; warm cols; Hotel GG; Cadco; foosball, football; Chem I; Eng I; Alg II; Thanksgiving; Bristol; 1 tunes; S7 Blaine Ave; Waynes; V Night; N.Y. '73; 7-4-72; Station: The Boys; bus ride to C.; K.S.; L.'s room; Diary; Coiliation; Bte's secret ambition: to have friends always.
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JOSEPH COSTA

"Cos" ambition Lawyer
memories
Seaside '73; S.S.; A.S.; G.S.; B.B.; L.S.; B.H.; S.C.; Boston's; wrestling; Senior Play; swimming at Bob's; Top Burger; W.H.; M.C.; D.A.; J.S.; E.R.; R.C.; freshmen fifth period study; Chem with Mr. K.; Ital. with Mr. D.; Eng. with Mrs. L.; Bio. with Mr. D.; Perkins with T.B. gang;
"signal for this turn"; "you don't know what that does to me"; "Wack O" secret ambition to grow up big and strong(er)
HONOR SOCIETY.

ROBERT COYLE

"Bob" ambition College
memories
Columbo Boys; Nickie's; Seaside; 57; Blaine Ave.; track meets; football; Camp Columbo; the frisbee game; jellies; W.W. party secret ambition to break the 4 minute mile

ROSEMARY CRAPELLA

"Ro" ambition Beaucourian
memories
Powder fights; pulling; concerts; K.O.; singing; freshman year, sophomore year, junior year and Senior year secret ambition to become a mechanic.

STEVEN COSTA

"Rica" ambition Psychologist
memories
swimming; '64 Dart; the farm; teepee; the gang; B.H.; L.S.; G.S.; I.C.; J.S.; Blitz's; Whack-O; losing secret ambition to be a Zok

GERARD CROPANESE

"Jerry" ambition To write and teach
memories freshmen year 5th per study hall with J.C., D.D., and I.D.: our cal. table that made yearbook; 4 long years of German; Mr. R's Geometry class; bringing a St. Christopher medal on those certain days in Mr. R's Driver's Ed. class secret ambition to do everything I want and make the most money with the least amount of work

ANN CROWE

ambition Accountant
memories
Shore '70, '72 with M.D.N.; "Skinny" Chicago concert; Jan. 3, '73; Psychology M.D.; good times with P.I. & J.M.C.; stuck on parkway; prom '73 with J.Q.; doubling with J.C. & C.O.; Kung Fu C.F.; Workwood; working at S.B. "Amateur"; friends M.D.N., I.S., I.D., M.D.; Senior Prom; the terrible trio secret ambition he knows
CATHLEEN MARIE CUBBY

"Cub" ambition: Secretary; memories: Tech; I.A; A.Z; E.K.; R.R.; Soph; Yr.; H.L.; G.B.; C.E.; Green Marching; Summer '72; Soph; Green Marching; Summer '73; lining P.S.; R.K.O.; Twirler Try-outs; F.S.; my car; Florida Band Trip; WDW; Red Kettle Dells; K.M.S.; D.R.; J.B.; H.V.; O.U.; C.G.; R.O.; Maggie May; "Beth"; M.K.; C.K.; J.R.; J.E.C. IV; 7/7/73 secret ambition: to live as full a life as my brother did.

DONNA MARIE CURRIE

ambition: To breed dogs with J.T. memories: White Marching; being friends with E.D.; good times in M.A.M.'s pool; knowing and being with B.J.R.; R.D.; J.T.; I.G.; and D.C.; listening to L.J.; walking home with B.J.R.; Seaside '73 and lake with E.D.; parties; the park and corner; 7th study; work and cutting Jr. yr. Secret ambition: to always be happy.

PAMELA A. CUCCINELLO

"Pam" ambition: Psychologist; memories: Fresh yr.; prom with J.W.; secret talks with "L.C."; "K.A.A."; classes with J.G. Jr. yr.; great times with D.C.; J.D.; K.H.; S.G.; L.G.; someone I'll remember; basketball games; great times with J.W.; secret ambition: to search for a meaning in life, once found, to never let it go.

NADJA CZERNIAWSKY

ambition: To become a buyer and own my own store; memories: J.L.F.; M.M.; L.C.; T.M.; J.A.; E.B.; D.J.; P.A.; English III; riding with the hood down and coming back with the munchies; meeting J.V.; going out with the girls; girl's room; bringing my dogs to school; secret ambition: to get a ring from J.V.V. and settle down with him.

DONALD DAGES

"Don" ambition: To take it easy; memories: Driver's Ed. with Mr. R.; art show '73; shore with F.R.; chess club; Alice's Restaurant; P.C.G.C.; 8/18/74 with J.D.; Bon 12 secret ambition: to be a millionaire.

MARCO D'ALESSANDRO

"Mark" ambition: To get a degree in science; memories: Mr. D.'s Italian; Miss N.'s English; Mr. K.'s Biology.
JEAN DALY

ambition: Dental hygienist
memories:
great times with N.S., T.C., D.P. and I.P.; walking home from Willowbrook with N.S. in the snow; my party 4/15/72 with all my friends; summer of '72, going to carnivals with V.M.; B.I.R.'s swim party; bonfire of '72; secret ambition to travel all around the world and always be happy.

JOSEPH DAUGERT

CLIFFORD DAVENPORT

“Cliff” ambition: Electrical engineer
memories:
T.P.'s equipment rooms, beating on mgs.; never in H.G.'s class; working for all coach's and ind. teachers; secret ambition: state trooper.

LAURIE DAVIDSON

ambition: Teaching
memories:
Old Mads, trips to W.V. with J.J., E.S., S.F., M.S., S.B., Bostons, Tobyhanna, Color Guard '72; Green Exercises, Committee Head; The Fearsome Fours; Led Zeppelin with L.A.; Junior Coalition with C.R.; laughing with C.P.; Driver Ed. with D.T.; Florida '73, '74; Truckin' with S.F.; Girl's Show '73-'74; Dairy Queen, wrestling matches; secret ambition: to be with
IRMA DEANGELIS
"Irma, the worm" ambition: To be happy memories: the field; good times with D.W., P.D., C.S., D.F., D.L., K.D., P.O., B.V., T.H., L.N., D.C.; The Gang: parking lots; Peyton Place parties; J.A.'s house; LFS; my baby; "Teddy"; fresh yr. Love Story; cutting with D.W., D.L.; front lawn... secret ambition: to love and be loved.

JUDITH DEBIASO
"Jude" ambition: To work in computer technology memories: "Spas"; Freshman Day; D.C., D.S., N.K., A.M., A.V., B.H., T.S., E.M.; bus strike; walking home; baby sitting; my koala bear; one cold night at Willowbrook; babysitting an overgrown baby; my license; 6/6/73; my broken locker secret ambition: to make everyone's frown a smile.

MÓNICA MARIE DEBLASIO
"Moni" ambition: Veterinary assistant memories: Jr. year French class with Mrs. B., laughing with D.B. in choir; field hockey team; "The Wizard of Oz"; Mrs. B.: laughing and fighting with my "pal" in study; getting a suntan; washing desks with M.S.; good times with M.S. and R.J. in Chemistry; Miss N.; "Santa's Helper"; Cad: "Skunkbear"; all my good friends that I've made... secret ambition: to work with retarded children.

DEBORAH ANN DEGRAAF
"Debbie" ambition: X-ray technician memories: 1/13/72; THE RING; shore with the Nova and D.N.; talks in the caf.; D.M., S.P., Tang, J.N., J.K., M.C., R.F.; Top Burger and Salty F.J.; cutting with D.N. and not getting caught; "Stairway To Heaven"; "speech defect"; the V.W. and D. Room in Nutley secret ambition: to marry my certain someone.
JESSIE DEJONG
ambition: Elementary education memories O.P. with S.B., M.S.; Horn at Seaside with P.A.; Foods I and II with K.F.; Alg. II with M.H. and J.M.; Driver’s Ed. with Mr. B.; Girls’ Show; green relays; Jungle Habitat with K.H., S.J., J.D. and P.C.; The Bridge; Metropolitan Museum with S.G.; Spanish III; 3rd lunch; earth science with P.C. and S.B.; bowling, Sr. play; typing ’72; good times with S.I.; good times with my friends secret ambition to always be happy.

LINDA DELOTTO
“Lin” ambition College memories Mr. M.; frosh hist. with Mr. J.; talking “Clide” with N.K.; July ’72; soph. hist. with Mr. M. and B.N.; bb games; visits to VHS with B.N.; Arabs; “The wild lore himself”; moustache ’73; talking to Mr. W.; 7th study; Pepe; HR; shore; show and tell in Mrs. S.; Span. with M.B. and M.G.; B.N., M.S. and L.E. secret ambition to never live in one place longer than a week.

MARIANNE DENUDE
“Mare” ambition Accountant memories Summer ’71 I.I.; fun with A.C., D.S., K.D.; shore with A.C. 70-72; Christmas eve ’72 with M.G., T.H., D.S.; Ha with D.S.; my side kick C.H.; first time on a horse with C.L.; M.M.K.; relay ’72; exercise ’73; fun with A.C., J.M.C., B.M.V., H.L., M.G.; secret ambition laugh, smile and be happy.

JOAN DEROO
“Jo” ambition C.P.A. memories frosh year with C.C., D.C.; soph. year; hist. II with C.H., D.H.; sr. year; Eng. IV with C.C. and T.L.; good times with R.B., B.H.; “5 — 73” with C.P. secret ambition to make that certain someone happy. C.P.

JOHN DELANEY
“Ace” ambition Police officer memories. Lending money and never getting it back; walking the halls of PCTVHS and seeing if I make it to my next class secret ambition to work for the FBI.

JUDITH DELVECCHIO
“Judy” ambition Child psychologist memories horn at Seaside; coula; softball with K.B., C.B., L.S., J.P.; Driver’s Ed. ’72; an’s head “white stars” and 3 yrs. of marching; “itza”; beach and T.A. with K.B., C.B., L.G., C.R., L.R.; talking over problems with P.R.; close calls with P.C.; “bridge” with P.C., J.O.J.; chem. with Mr. B. and my hangups; 6/16/73; colorguard 74; J.M.; friends; sunset secret ambition to master the secret of truly learning to smile.

HONOR SOCIETY.

LORI MARIE DEPALMA
“Gertrude” ambition Medical technology memories Plant; R.D.’s cotillion; summer ’72; Bush; phone; seaside; Jr. Cotillion; Jr. gym; J.C.’s body; J.B.; Wanda; N.Y.’s ’73; White Valentines; “youcher”; “twins”; G.O. and R.S. meeting and J.G.; R.S. — Synch.; track with J.M.; skiing with P.H. VI. ’73; incognito 2/6/71; no fights with E.F., G.O., noise and Raggedy Andy secret ambition to gain weight.

HONOR SOCIETY.

MARIE DERROT
ambition Home economics teacher memories “Hornet”; S.H.V. with M.H., C.H., K.F., J.D., S.J.; Fidelis; Winter Retreat 8 & S.D.; Feb. 23, 1973; good friends, B.B., B.A.; one way street; the stars & M.H. Girls Shows ’71, ’72, ’73; Senior play, One To One Concert; “the bathroom”; the shore; busting M.O.M. in U.S. II; Drivers Ed. secret ambition to see the sun rise down the shore.

HONOR SOCIETY.
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JOHN DESTEFANO

"Self" ambition Auto mechanic secret ambition to be a racing car driver.

STEPHEN DEWS

"Steve" ambition To be successful in business memories Driver's education; Mr. B's learned math classes; secret ambition to stay single until 32.

JILL DEYOUNG

ambition Travel agent memories twirling; Girl's Show; decorations; Jr. yr. with P.K., M.W., D.D.; getting lost with P.K.; N.Y. express; a red piano; VT. '72-'73. frozen "LY" with L.Z.; pole v/; G.G. with J.M.; By me grad. parties '73. P. Cotlison; Belmar; G.M. with P.K., M.W.; Applegates; Emmersons. T.P. and the singing blind date. N.Y. Steak and Brew; singing a certain Sept. song. cheese '71-'74 S.F.; swing out... secret ambition to relieve every happy moment of my life over again. HONOR SOCIETY.

ROBERT DIANA

"Panda" ambition Thermodynamic engineer memories Fresh Track. Stage and Lighting Crew Pres.; working with K and A.S.; going to fires from school with R.D., J.D., S.C., S.C., B.M.; secret ambition to be a paramedic in L.A.

JANICE MARIE DEWS

"Homer Jones" ambition Motorcycle mechanic memories Seaside, summer of '73 with R.D., P.C., D.C.; motorcycle riding with M.C. and T.S.; secret ambition to see the world.

STEPHEN DEWS

"Steve" ambition To be successful in business memories Driver's education; Mr. B's learned math classes; secret ambition to stay single until 32.

JILL DEYOUNG

ambition Travel agent memories twirling; Girl's Show; decorations; Jr. yr. with P.K., M.W., D.D.; getting lost with P.K.; N.Y. express; a red piano; VT. '72-'73. frozen "LY" with L.Z.; pole v/; G.G. with J.M.; By me grad. parties '73. P. Cotlison; Belmar; G.M. with P.K., M.W.; Applegates; Emmersons. T.P. and the singing blind date. N.Y. Steak and Brew; singing a certain Sept. song. cheese '71-'74 S.F.; swing out... secret ambition to relieve every happy moment of my life over again. HONOR SOCIETY.

ROBERT DIANA

"Panda" ambition Thermodynamic engineer memories Fresh Track. Stage and Lighting Crew Pres.; working with K and A.S.; going to fires from school with R.D., J.D., S.C., S.C., B.M.; secret ambition to be a paramedic in L.A.

ROBERT B. DHUYVETTER

"Bob" ambition Marine biology memories hockey club; yearbook; SVT; riding in the mountain with M.S., E.S. B.P.M.; all the good times with S.A., J.A., M.S., B.R., N.A.; secret ambition retire at 25.

ROSANNA DICARLO

RONALD DICOLA

"Dan" ambition College memories: Columbo Boys; Soccer; Wrestling; Nicky's; my accident; The Chase with A.E., M.T., J.C., T.C., Tonne; almost Mainer; Rejai; Bag Brothers; Jr. Cotillion with D.G.; secret ambition to be rich.
HONOR SOCIETY.

LOUIS MARTIN DIDONNA

"Lou" ambition Lithographer memories: 4 yrs. soccer; my day; schmuck; bowling; Dr. Ed; Mita H.; Mrs. M. and the alleged Eng. class; good times with A.D., L.F., T.G., J.M., L.T., K.V. and L.V.; secret ambition professional pianist.

PATRICK THOMAS DIGIORE

ambition College, teaching memories: HR 128; D.D., J.M., B.C., S.K., B.J., J.C., M.J.; 4 yrs. football; track; the hear; 57 Bram Ave; 6/5 RNC; "Razooka Joe"; "The Big D"; shootin' the beaver; big M; me and J.C. puttin' them down and listenin' to Wolf man Jack; Camel; Cheech's vanilla; R.B.'s parties; Soph. lunch; Soph. football 7-1; all the good times I had with friends at P.V.; secret ambition to be superintendent of P.V.H.S.

DONNA LEE DIGIOVANNI

ambition College memories: din, don, bush; lineup; rainbow; JV and Varsity cheering; shore 73 with D.G.; the long jumper, sidewalk with L.Z. and D.G.; Mr. B.; side line with P.K.; 2 leprechauns; 3 yrs. of lovin'; sneakin' it; prum; red roses; I.W.; wed with T.B.; sec's of GAA; Howie; Alf; queer b.; chestnuts; P.M. at 5:00; the party's over; bann; lock 'n' key; Normandy Beach 73; why us the morning after secret ambition to see perpetual change.
HONOR SOCIETY.

DAMIANO DIORIO

"Dan" ambition To own a construction company memories going to the park; summer of 73; Seaside and Wildwood; Allman Bros. concert; my house with park boys; Led Zeppelin concert; 4 yrs. basketball; 8th study soph. yr.; going to the Pub and Vone; secret ambition to own the Pub.

MARK DIKOVICS

HONOR SOCIETY.
DAVID DILELLA

GIUSEPPE DILUCCIA
"Joe" ambition To succeed in life memories all my high school teachers; Wildwood with C.D. and D.; Ringwood Manor with M.B.; Drive-Ins with M.B. and L.V.; Miss N.'s English class; Paris; Rome; A.K. secret ambition to go all around the world and get married

FAITH DI NARDO
"Fay" ambition To marry A.P. memories My poor T Bird; hanging with R.G.; driving with A.S., D.L., & B.B.; the girls room gang; 51 abs.; 25 lates; getting suspended; summer of '73; lunch room; Concerts with D.B., S.M., A.S. running away with R.G.

ELAINE M. DIPAOLO
ambition College memories life long friendship with M.H., S.G., K.F.; SHU with M.H., C.H., K.F., S.G., S.J., M.D.; color guard; Tobyhanna; Girl's Show; Stars '73; all nighter; "the bathroom"; parties; "the corner"; Alg II; 3 pt. turns; thumb; right here; rented denim; shore; Senior Play secret ambition to find the key to eternal happiness

HONOR SOCIETY.

SUSAN ANN DIRIENZO
ambition Legal secretary memories 4th per. lunch soph yrs; study Jr. yr.; Jr. Eng., w. J.N. & Mr. J.; "The Hornet"; terrific times with N.T., D.K., M.D., R.R., K.K.; working at 5/9 w. N.T.; meeting K.S.; Florida '73; '74 Yearbook; Girl's Show 4 yrs.; fun w. D.D. & D.D.'s friends; my best times w. K.S.; muddy adventure; friends; P.D. & D.M.; Winter Retreats; Fidelis;uttle fruit; bowling mgr. w. P.M.; always laughing; being crazy; coldest night '74; K.S.'s cellar; talks w. J.P.; RA; 12/24/73; good times no matter where or when

HONOR SOCIETY.

ANNALISA SALVATORE
"Bambo" ambition Free lance writer memories straws; Mers; Dupont; truckin with Joe; ybbk '74; Vermont; Mr. B.; P.T.I.C. with L.F.; posters with L.Z. and '73 girls; parties; pump; bear w. P.M.; ducks w. Sid and Roy; Central FK.; Chapin concerts; whistling; Stokes; Cowboys; J.S. (K.F.), Lita Bean; moons at G.T.'s; T.C.; yellow w. M.P.; Dylan; D.A.; Wayne Hill; Tiki; boys from 212; 儺; swim in PA.; evicted from 217 secret ambition to have that Mercedes Benz
MITCHEL JOHN DONATO

"Mitch" ambition: College memories; Manager; Fishing; Swim Team Coach; shooting in English; Mumbels; the war at Boys State; on the bay in a rowboat; shore '71, '72, '73; cooking hotdogs over stereo; lifeguard secret ambition: to catch a trout in the Passaic River.

KATHLEEN DOONEY

"Kathy" ambition: To be successful memories; laughs with J.R.; 10/27/72; J.R.; Cotillion '72 with J.P.; screaming at M.D.; talks with M.S.; dates with J.P., D.S. and D.F.; New Year's Eve '72, J.P. West's diner; Tow Path with J.P., D.S., and J.B.; my ducks, fights and kisses with J.P. secret ambition: to always be happy.

DEBORAH DORNIK


STEVEN DREHETZ

"Thumb" ambition: Pro bowler memories; bowling varsity '71-'74 with J.N., B.F., J.R. and I.C.; Fair Lawn's H.B.; cherry pies and chicken soup; state champs; Union tour; cigar; study with K.T.; Gomer's class; summer with D.A. and Brillo; card playing with J.F. in caf. secret ambition: to bowl a 300 game.
Diane Ducci

ambition: To be a buyer
memories:
P.I.: September 28, Girl's Show; Horn at Seaside; bowling with M.B., J.D.J., J.M., Alexanders;
psychology A.C.; Wildwood '72; Senior prom; my niece; working at Ban's; friends with M.B.
and A.C. secret ambition: to always be happy

Laureen Egan

"Laurie" ambition: College memories
friends: riding around with J.E., El Primero's, The 3D's, Florida beach, laughing; "The Telephone" at MS; football games, looking for J.M. with L.D.; Big John; Bio. and Chem.; good times with L.D., J.E., M.S. secret ambition: to live on the beach and take care of animals

Maureen Dunn

JAMES DURKIN

Secret ambition: To be a buyer...
JEANNE C. EKEMAN

"Jeanne" ambition Artist memories
front lawn; cutting; suspension jr.; g.r.g.; art with Mr. K. and Merc; problems and solutions; BB; summer of '70-'72; great times with J.V.G. 70-72; Jan. '73 with "fuzzy"; Bear Mt.; tracks; park; corner; Fri. nights; Sunday at 3:00; P.K.ing; and especially my hon L.C. secret ambition "to teach the world to speak baby talk."

MARY CATHERINE EGBERTS

"Mary Kay" ambition To get a good job and work memories Monarchs "70-'72; good and bad times with R.W., D.W., M.M., T.S., D.R., F.D., P.J., T.G., S.S., K.M.; Wildwood; "70-'72"; Bayonne; "full"; Wisconsin; parties; bikes; Seaside; talks with good friends; toy store secret ambition to travel for a while, get married and live a happy life.

RANDOLPH A. ESCOBAR

"Randy" ambition To graduate from college memories 4 yrs. in varsity soccer; summer of '71 and '72 with C.B., G.V., P.J., summer of '71; Wildwood; Maryland with M.H., G.V., D.V.; the soccer team of '71 secret ambition play in the world cup and have good times.

MICHAEL EINSBRUCH

"Enzo" ambition To find inner peace secret ambition To be a millionaire before I'm thirty....

MARY C. EGERTSON

"Mary Kay" ambition To learn to play the violin memories Many times with J.V.G. 70-72; Jan. '73 with "fuzzy"; Bear Mt.; tracks; park; corner; Fri. nights; Sunday at 3:00; P.K.ing; and especially my hon L.C. secret ambition "to teach the world to speak baby talk."

BARBARA A. EVANS

"Barb" ambition College memories summer of '70 with D.F. front lawn study periods '71-'72; office worker '72; History II and the uncontrollable class; the lost weekend at Watkins Glen; great times with L.R., P.J., C.K., A.R. and everyone else secret ambition to live in California.

DAVID EARL ENRIGHT


JOANN ESSES

"Jo" ambition A teacher memories Summer of '73; good times with L.E., J.S., A.K., R.F., and everyone else secret ambition to be an interior decorator.

MARK EWALD

"Mark" ambition Computer programming memories joined the choir, enjoyed all classes; went on many trips; had fun with my friends; had fun with P.A.; enjoyed all the teachers I had; secret ambition to own my own business.
RICHARD M. EWALD

"Rich" ambition To become an engineer
memories M.G.; the "D" secret ambition To go to Stevens Institute of Technology.

ELLEN R. FARKASH

"Farky" ambition Medical secretary
memories Bio I with J.G.; B.B. games; home-room with J.E.; Senior Play; yearbook meetings; bowling mad; frisbee match with I.D.P.; 15 yrs. with P.M.; knowing J.S.; L.F. library; knowing A.S. and P.C. secret ambition To live my dreams

HONOR SOCIETY.

RUTH ANNE FARQUHARSON

"Ruth Anne" ambition To start and finish college and receive a degree in special ed.
memories Freshman year's confusion; the piano in 106C; Junior English with Mrs. N.; 4 years French; every class with M.D.B.; home-room with J.E.; live summer jobs; R.K. with W.G.; Thompson's Island; a summer with R.E.C. secret ambition To become all I can and enjoy life to the fullest.

LINDE SUE FEDERICA

"Lynn" ambition airline stewardess
memories Concerts; the shore; hanging at D.D. with L.M. & M.G.; riding the Ave; with A.J.; "Light up another"; good times with T.J.; D.C.'s parties; The Ice Bong; M.M., N.P., D.C., D.M., L.G.; the talks; crafts with A.R. & D.H. secret ambition To live on a farm in Pa.

RAYMOND W. FATTELL

"Ray" ambition To be successful and happy
memories Caf.'s food; M.O.M.'s soph. Hist. class; Library lines; half-day Wed.; Latin class UB; D.D.; — down the shore; meeting new friends; pitch and putt games for $ secret ambition To live a century

LINDA SUE FEDERICA

"Lynn" ambition airline stewardess
memories Concerts; the shore; hanging at D.D. with L.M. & M.G.; riding the Ave; with A.J.; "Light up another"; good times with T.J.; D.C.'s parties; The Ice Bong; M.M., N.P., D.C., D.M., L.G.; the talks; crafts with A.R. & D.H. secret ambition To live on a farm in Pa.

DONNA FERRAZZANO

ambition To be a social worker memories the girls room jr. yr.; long talks with E.P. till dawn; having the "munchies" with P.A.; meeting R.H. and J.V.; good times with N.C., M.M., L.F., P.A., E.P., J.A.; Channel's parking lot with P.A. till 3 a.m.; 2 great yrs. with L.C. secret ambition To get back what I once had, and to be young and happy forever.

GLEN A. FEOLA

memories putting my jeep in auto shop.

DONNA FERRAZZANO

ambition To be a social worker memories the girls room jr. yr.; long talks with E.P. till dawn; having the "munchies" with P.A.; meeting R.H. and J.V.; good times with N.C., M.M., L.F., P.A., E.P., J.A.; Channel's parking lot with P.A. till 3 a.m.; 2 great yrs. with L.C. secret ambition To get back what I once had, and to be young and happy forever.

JANET FERRY

"Jan" ambition Teacher memories great times with C.P., D.M., and K.C.; skiing with K.C.; B.B. concert; Alg. II with D.M. and S.S.; Senior Play, Jr. gym; Dr. ed. with Mr. M.; shore '73, working at RKO; Sat. morning tennis; laughing with K.W.; Fri. nights with C.P., D.M., and D.S.; labs with C.P. and S.S.; Eng. III secret ambition To live happily ever after.
ROBERT FIORENZO

"Bob" ambition: To own a construction business
memories: All the good times I had with my friends.

MICHAEL FISHER

"Ike" ambition: College, oceanography
memories: Eng. III with Miss Del.; track and football; E. Mr. P.'s gym class; Willie boy's party; great times with J.M., B.S. and shits; B.S., B.C., M.H., I.D., J.M., T.C., B.S., J.C., C.C., J.G., W.W., J.V., D.D., P.M., J.M.; sprinting with hafl.

ELIZABETH ANN FLETCHER

"Lil" ambition: Photographer memories: "star"; Wildwood '71; pineapple trunks; Cocktail '72; raspberries; N.J. TPK with J.R. and YES; S.E. ferry; P.T.T.C. with A.D.; W.W.A.; F.I.A. '73, the goolge gang; "158" men; "Oh wow, the shell fell on my head" with D.; South on North 35 with P.C.; truckin' with K.M.; Senior Prom '74; hangin' out; making flicks and gonna jolt; secret ambition: to catch sound on film.

PEGGY FLYNN

"Peg" ambition: Medical tech.
memories: Vermont with A.R., S.W., T.M.; Wildwood; Marches with D.G.; five times at E.P.S.; Christmas in the girls room with P.T., D.L.; parties at C.K.'s: "The Hudle friends."

RICHARD FONTANA

"Killer" ambition: Lawyer memories: Led Zeppelin; Mahavishnu Orch. concerts; Carlos Leon; Mr. R.'s Gym class; D.G.; Ant; "Roll On"; the blues at D.H.'s, a gay, informal, vacationland; jamming with A.S., J.S., M.S., M.Z., J.R., S.N. and D.M.; secret ambition: to be a success with music and to travel around the world.

EILEEN FORBES

"I" ambition: To travel all over the world as a stewardess and be successful
secret ambition: to be healthy, wealthy, wise and to go to Portugal.
FRANK FRANCIOSI

"D" ambition... Environmental science
memories... 4 yrs. of soccer; Quad capt.;
hitting the slopes; cemetery ball; scouts; K.C.
cola; remember the Maine!; the longest day;
Nickie’s; the crossover; the Bag bros.; brot. "S";
the Columbo boys; "T" pole vault; cantelope;
"Shalt"; Greek’s load; "Moons"; able-"D"ing;
"G" at 4 yrs. of "S"-ing off... secret ambition...
to climb the Empire State Building with
suction cups.
HONOR SOCIETY.

RICHARD FRANCIS

"Rick" ambition... Oceanographer
memories... Soph. C.C. and track with R.S.,
B.C., R.S., B.B., M.T.; R.P.S. and E.; club trips to
Van Courtland Park with R.P.S. and E.; the
"Nickles" with E.G.; trip to Canada with E.G.,
D.B., and F.M.; talks with N.S. and G.L.; J.O.K.;
chem class jr. yr....

DAWN CHERI FRANKLIN

"Cher" ambition... College memories
10 yrs.; prom — B.K.; summer — 72 — B.K.;
K.H.; Jr. Cotillion 72; friends C.C., C.L., L.O.;
good times; dance L.M., V.S.; bumming
around; crying with C.C.; getting to know S.S.;
a special moment: Mr. D.; Mr. L.; S.K.;
secret ambition... To travel and make the world
a happier place to live.

GEOFFREY W. FREEMAN

"Jeff" ambition... Scientist memories
3 yrs. track; 2 yrs. cross country; Ger.-Aus.
‘71 German 1,2,3; Mr. K.; every summer; fresh-
men day; all my friends through high school;
"bear" in track... secret ambition... to take
over as president of Freedom

JAMES FRENCH

"Jimi" ambition... To be self-employed
memories... Of the S.S.; Watkins Glen
and on and on... secret ambition... to fill my
head...

KATHLEEN FRIEND

"Kathy" ambition... College memories
Life long friendships with S.G., M.H., E.D.;
g.t. with S.L., M.S.; valentines and bunnies;
manager with M.H.; the brook; Sho: Pepe; Col-
or Guard: Buckston; Tobyhanna; J.C., K.S.; Hot
Shoppes; RRR with D.M., S.G.; rented dented
born at S.S.; hornet; comet; 3 point turns;
summer ‘72, ‘73... secret ambition... to have
three wishes come true...
HONOR SOCIETY.
JOSEPH FRUCI

SANDRA FRYE

ambition: Secretary

MARK J. FURNARE

ambition: To go into wildlife management
memories: Those FREE days with D.J., F.J., Rama; T.J., B.H.; study hall aud. 10 grade; J.S., M.F., F.F., P.D., B.C.; baseball team '70; those football sundays with the gang; ripping up people — secret ambition — to become an actor and to get into the movies.

JAMES A. GAITA

"Gaita" — memories: P.B., jr. basketball; hotel; chuck-bay; P.L. and D.H.; warm coat; sophomore football, chem. 1; wonder dog; D.D.; Akron: park with D.D.; farm; F.M., Dino; "GYCK- ASWODAP"; Thanks-giving wknd. '72; ski lifts with D.S., P., N.T.C.; all night in city; vs. skiing; bong; dugout and witch; F.R.O.C. champs; doll; prom wknd. '73; July 3; Bristol Boys; tripping house; westerns — secret ambition — to live — like I love.
GEORGE GALBRAITH

ambition: Meteorologist, memories: Soph, lunch with C.D. and J.B.; bells and clocks with S, L; Soph, history; Jr. gym, work sessions in Aud. Till 10:00 p.m., 1st car, free time with F.P. and P.L. secret ambition: F.D.N.Y.
HONOR SOCIETY.

SHARON ANN GALIZIO

“Shar” ambition: Pre-school teaching, Dental assistant, memories: friend and advisor, Mrs. E.; “Nature’s Children”, usually seen with J.M., D.P.; lunches in hall, D.P.; 26th D.P.; homeroom S.I.; caring for animals, fishing, cooking, irritated by intellectual snobs, secret ambition: Den and that someday

DONNA MARIE GALLO

HONOR SOCIETY.

GEOFFREY GALLO

...
DIN A GANNITELLO

ambition: College memories - din, don, bash; line-up; WHITE BUTTERFLIES; soph. court; s.d.-ing with L.Z. and D.D.; gymnastics with D.S.; shore '72 with D.D.; '73 with T.B. and D.D.; 57 Blaine; NYE '73; 2:00 a.m. K.K., J.B.; M.D.T.; red hot dollars; cheerleader's dance '72; queer B.C.; pd. parties at D.D.'s; T.D.; the morning after.

HONOR SOCIETY.

DANIEL GARLEWICZ

"Dan" ambition: Shop teacher memories - James Taylor; Traffic; J. Geils; Pocono's concerts; gym with Mr. R. and roll on and kill; I can't forget canned S.S., P.C., N.F. and C.F. secret ambition - to be the best conga player in the world.

SHEILA GARRETSON

ambition: Wildlife conservationist memories - lifelong friendship with K.F., M.H., E.D.; being head of white hoops with E.F.; 7/24/73; the hornet; wonderful times with J.R.; 17 yrs. with C.W.; the cinema — completely; S.R., J.K.S., "right here!" being friends with B.A. and J.M.; good times with C.H. and S.L.; senior play; Bus; the brook; rented — deeded; color guard, Pepe, "Crash"; valentines and bunnies secret ambition — to see Harry come home.

BARBARA ANN GEORGE

"Barbara" ambition: To be a social worker memories - times with C.H., A.S.; A.M.S.; field trips; Cloisters I; New Hope Double Trouble; waiting for the van; munchkins; hard times with P.S.; summer '73; riding with D.H., E.C. and stuff; Candles (in the Rain); secret ambition — to follow A.G.'s dreamed realities and write HONOR SOCIETY.

CARMELA GIORDANO

RICHARD GIORDANO

ambition: "To find the stairway to heaven" memories: L. with D.V.; "My Dutiable"; clam digging with I.Z.; Canada '72; Bamberger's '73; G.R. gang; "the Letter"; ski trips; growing up; a trip to Island Beach; Merrell's with P.F.; good times with A.R., I.Z., P.F., A.R., K.S., S.W., and all the other special people; "The Huddle" them the "Fiery Mole" secret ambition to have an endless supply of "Strawberries"

DEBBIE GIRESI

Mike: ambition: "To find the stairway to heaven" memories: L. with D.V.; "My Dutiable"; clam digging with I.Z.; Canada '72; Bamberger's '73; C.R. gang; "The lifter"; ski trips; growing up; a trip to Island Beach; Merrell's with P.F.; good times with A.R., I.Z., P.F., A.R., K.S., S.W., and all the other special people; "The Huddle" them the "Fiery Mole" secret ambition to have an endless supply of "Strawberries"

JOAN SUZANNE GLITA

"Joannie" ambition: Secretary and minister memories: "Shells"; T.L.; hours spent in bus. dept.; Mrs. R.D.; "balletina slippers"; fresh and soph. gym; Mrs. L.J.; Mrs. D.R.; lunch with Miss C.C.; all the bus. teachers secret ambition to live forever HONOR SOCIETY

MICHELE GLITA


NANCY GALE GOETZ

"Esperanza" ambition: Live in California memories: Calif. '73; prom '72 and '73; shore '71 with D.D.; soph. lunch with M.C. and B.C.; Span. III and IV; "I know you hate me." falling asleep in English frosh year; rapping with Mr. B.; rainbow; meeting D.K.; "Chicken Little" secret ambition: To pilot a 747 jet HONOR SOCIETY

LINDA GONZALES

ambition: Legal Secretary memories: being friends with M.A.M. for 12 yrs.; D.C.'s P.J. parties; B.J.R.; gas stations; talks with P.C. about K.A.A.; the 5 month wait; knowing MORRI; manager with G.L.; Committee Head; front porch with M.A.M. and the B.C.'s; The Route secret ambition to be '6 in the year 1957

BRENDA GORMAN

"Brenda" ambition: X-ray technician memories: Junior cotillion '71 and '72 with P.C.; Prom '73 with P.C.; M.J.; K.M.; "All the good times with my friends." loving and being loved by P.C.; June 26, '72; all the good crazy times with S.G. secret ambition: to be loved by many; hated by few
Laura Edith Graepel

“Graep” ambition: college and beauty school memories; graduating; meeting R.M.S., C.C., R.M.; bus stop; D.C.; trying to get into the yearbook; shrink-ing; the “litter” kids' secret ambition: to be filthy rich so as to give it all away.

Ermanno Grosso

“Greek” memories: Canada with some of the boys; Saturday nights in N.Y.; at Nicky's place; sleeping in a tunnel at the shore; W.W. party; caught by W.P. police; the chase in A. E. Trolls wagon; the accident, collision night in N.Y. with L.G.; soccer; Sunday football games; Frank's garage.

Thom Guastello

“A & E Troll” ambition: To be 5’5” memories: memories with D.O.P. summer '72; the longest day; maybe Manet; R.C. Cola; city time; the Baja; DJMen; Bofen the Boll; 44 yrs.; President; The Bag Brothers — Brother D; Camp Colombo; habla dush; the park with J.V.; J.B. football secret ambition: to live a long and happy life.

Debbie Habermann

“Deb” ambition: To travel cross country this summer memories: butter with M.K.; the girls' room with A.S., F.D., I.O.; D.C. and the rest of the gang; smoking in the girl's room; “The Big Bust”, concerts with A.S., R.G. and F.D.; Xmas party in girl’s room '72; tuna fish with A.S. and F.D.; 1/27/73; birthday party in the girl's room '73; summer '73; Hawaii '70; secret ambition: to meet everyone in the world.

Wendy Carol Grant

Ambition: Resource economics memories: Explo '72 in Dallas; March 2nd '72 in Colorado with J.S.; weekends in V.U.; good times at the Cape with all my friends; Ps. 46:10 Soph. year: jobs; Bible studies; racing in 130° below; darkroom days; field hockey; skiing with friends; Chem.; lit. junior year; good times in classes; secret ambition: to live in Alaska and ski forever.

Honor Society

Lilyan Guns

“Lilly” ambition: Medical assistant memories: being good friends with L.P.; soup and milk with V.A., I.C.; underwear; Lake H. dipping; M.A.M., L.P., I.G. Poison Ivy; K.S.; L.P., I.G., Kows P.Z., V.S., J.P., B.H., M.C., C.C., Delaware and those friends; Europe '72; Cape Cod '73; tent in C.C. with J.G.; N.Y.C. runway; Girl's Show; J.B. on the rocks; J.B. Cotillion; Senior Prom; good times P.C., M.D.; secret ambition: to make it to Europe with L.P.
DAVID PHILIP HAGMAN

ambition: Success
memories: T.P.
gym class, ins and outs; H.S. finger; Mr. B's apple; J.M.; J.B., K.A., M.W.; bear in the woods; J.M. bull's, Led Zeppelin concert; R.M.; ready hit secret ambition: to play drums like John Bonham

WILLIAM J. HALE

"Young Bill" ambition: To travel
memories: great times with S.K.; Greaser Hop '71; forts; Hotel (Mgr.); cross country trip; farm; Bites; "bong"; Watkin's Glen; warm colt; station; Dominier, Jr.; Coitillon; Cafe; looney tunes with G.S.; drive-in; the cellar; fresh basketball; the boys' secret ambition: to chart an uncharted field of tall grass

KIM HAMILTON

memories: the park; all the WP girls; best friends with K.H.; long talks with L.A.; living at K.S.'s; "Mills"; my house; The Harvest Ball; all the L.G. parties with D.S., L.F., T.C., T.B., I.Z.; weekend at D.S.'s; Friday Breakfasts with P.D. and L.Z.; T.C.'s "Do"; the shore; bee-bop; mongo and loud; secret ambition: to be a Lincoln Continental Mark IV

CATHLEEN HANNAN

"Cathy" ambition: Lawyer
memories: S.H.V. with M.H. E.D., S.G., K.F., S.I., M.D.; 3 pt. teams; all my friends; "The Horset"; Gaff's Show; star's "the bathroom"; committee head with D.M.D.; "Oh Wow"; Alg. H with Pepe; football games; work with my side kick and P.C.; P. Pleasant with S.D.; Senior Play secret ambition: to be a pro skier HONOR SOCIETY.

KAREN HART

ambition: To gain the trust of my parents
memories: the game; pep; hip; lights out '73; best friends with J.L.; great times with L.L., K.S., D.M., P.A., A.J.B., B.M., J.D., A.K., F.H.; 4 corners; stop sign ticket with P.H.; having two mothers; I want to thank Miss N. for all the help she has given me; secret ambition: to find my real self and be happy

PATRICIA HARRIOTT

"Pattie" ambition: To get a lion
memories: HR 224; G.H., K.H., D.H., B.K., S.M., N.W., M.C., D.R., M.L.; GR by 223; Christmas party '72; secret ambition: to go to Africa, to own a sanctuary for wild animals

ROBERT HAYCOOK

"Bob" ambition: Racing
memories: having good times cutting and getting suspended; secret ambition: having a nice car and robbing Fort Knox
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KAREN HART

ambition: To gain the trust of my parents
memories: the game; pep; hip; lights out '73; best friends with J.L.; great times with L.L., K.S., D.M., P.A., A.J.B., B.M., J.D., A.K., F.H.; 4 corners; stop sign ticket with P.H.; having two mothers; I want to thank Miss N. for all the help she has given me; secret ambition: to find my real self and be happy
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KAREN HART

ambition: To gain the trust of my parents
memories: the game; pep; hip; lights out '73; best friends with J.L.; great times with L.L., K.S., D.M., P.A., A.J.B., B.M., J.D., A.K., F.H.; 4 corners; stop sign ticket with P.H.; having two mothers; I want to thank Miss N. for all the help she has given me; secret ambition: to find my real self and be happy

PATRICIA HARRIOTT
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ROBERT HAYCOOK

"Bob" ambition: Racing
memories: having good times cutting and getting suspended; secret ambition: having a nice car and robbing Fort Knox
DEBRA ELEANOR HAYDE

“Debbie” ambition Beautician memories front lawn; cutting; G.R.G.; good times with G.H., P. and B.R.; dancing with J.E. and F.G.; life’s ups and downs; G.R.’s black and red VW; the mouse; 1311; being called “Donald” and always having a special someone secret ambition to walk upon an endless path of happiness.

CATHERINE E. HEESE

“Cathy” ambition Nursing memories sophomore lunch; B.C., A.S., A.L., J.D., E.K., J.D., C.C., Z.Z., M.E.; Bucks County Fort; English II and III; Chem I; Physics I; Nurses office; C.L., O.T., U.S.; History I; Girl’s Show freshman year; secret ambition to finish nursing school, go skiing, ride a motorcycle.

HONOR SOCIETY.

GEORGE R. HEESE

ambition Physical therapist memories friends I use to pal with, M.L., R.H.P., K.W., C.C., A.K.; and a teacher everyone got along with, Mrs. E.N. secret ambition get out of college and get married.

MARGARET F. HEINLEIN

“Peggy” ambition To go to Montclair State memories Color Guard 72-74. To byhanna and volleyball; Algebra II with H.H., J.D. and S.C.; Hot Shoppers with M.D. and T.M.; girl’s track manager; all our C.G. parties; good times with H.B., M.H., K.F., A.D., E.D., S.G., S.F.; Peace; Girl’s Show; Disneyland; the strop with B.G., E.D., C.G. and V.S.; shore with C.G. and J.P.; surf’s up; California or bust; Senior Play; Green Marching with S.F.; homeroom 225; secret ambition live in Alaska.

HONOR SOCIETY.

SUSAN L. HEINZ

“Sue” ambition Photography memories Easter vacation ‘72: spit 10 to 10: the great robberies with W.S.; the lake; the wedding; uhhhh!; the inside; the game, adventures with W.C., T.L., B.B., D.L., N.H., N.W.’s abortion; paranoid; skiing in the lodge; what’s the difference; entertainment secret ambition to be rich and famous.

HONOR SOCIETY.

JOHN HEMPSTEAD

“Goof” ambition Gym teacher.

HONOR SOCIETY.
ELIZABETH ANN HENDRY

"Betty (Boop)" ambition: Bell Telephone Company operator.

MICHAE HENNIE


SUSAN HENRY

"Sue" ambition: To work with little kids memories: PV; all the happy times with D.M. and Mr. D.; laughing; experiencing; riding bikes and getting in trouble with D.M. and C.J.; Driver's Ed. with S.; Bio.; I.; skiing; getting my license; General Science; Fresh year with Mr. D.; 6th study with D.M., I.N., P.S., C.A.; the things we talked about during 6th study; CYO roller skating on Thursday night's; Girl's Show; the shore with D.M., D.A.; B.T. and all my friends at PV; secret ambition: to come back to PV as a freshman.

PAULA HERSCHAP

"Hersh" ambition: Pediatric nurse memories: everything I've gone through with M.D.; birthday '73; Rutherford at M.D.'s with D.I., N.D., L.J., R.D., D.C. and P.S.; H.H.'s house; Mallet; Glassboro '72; W.E.H.S.; "Mush"; hitchin' around; Electrolux; stop sign ticket with K.H.; accident '73 with D.L.; Now Hersch); tuna rituals; rah! Raceway Park; talks with J.N. secret ambition: to fulfill my dreams and to find happiness in life.

KIP HLADYCH

"Kippy" ambition: Elementary school teacher memories: Girls Show; summer '73; laughs at P.T. with J.F.; great times with D.B.; How are ya S.F.? Murray; Crandon Park; Towers; White Castle with D.B.; best times with J.S.; Belmar with S.F., J.S. E.S. & L.S.; Congac '72; S. Ding with J.S. & S.F.; Finland with L.P.; Aug. 17 with D.N.; Band Practice; W.B. with N.S.; Shingy & Goobie; Banana's '71 '73; friends with L.F. & M.D. & J.K.; '70 Cougar; secret ambition: to understand why.

GREGORY STEVEN HOFFMAN

"Greg" ambition: Veterinarian memories: Chem. with D.B.; bus strike; cutting to the shore; Germany with J.B.; fooling around in S.G.'s class; secret ambition: race my bug in comp...
RICHARD HONS

"Rick" ambition To be a millionaire memories the best thing I remember about school is all the times I got away with the things I shouldn't have gotten away with secret ambition It's a secret

ROBERT HULME

"Bob" ambition To get a good job memories playing cards in caf.; good times during baseball; always cutting typing during jr. year secret ambition earn a lot of money, buy a camper and travel around the country

MARYANNE HYDOCK

ambition Happiness memories lifelong friendship with E.D., S.G., K.F.; MU; classes with A.B.; Lit. with Mr. S.; 6 weeks; 3 pt. turns; hey, thump, right here; NY; wishing on a star; Girl's Show '73; Color Guard, being GAA prez.; parties; the Cinema itself; rented-dented; a friend secret ambition to go to a movie and understand it HONOR SOCIETY.

SUSAN C. IANDORO

"Sue" ambition To own a gambling casino in Las Vegas memories fresh year; fresh Eng.; twirler's dance '71; white basketball '72; July 4 wkd. '72 with P.A. and a brown cor- var; special friendship with J.M.; Vocal; parties after; the horn at Seaside; rented-dented; Var- iety Ch. and softball; Jr. Cotillion; fun with E.D., M.H., S.G. and K.F. secret ambition to play basketball for the New York Knicks
THOMAS RALPH IANNELLI

"Tom" ambition Fireman memories
Junior History class; junior English class; art classes
secret ambition heavy equipment operator

JOHN INTILI

"Giannicchiolo" ambition Architect memories
trip to Italy 1971; playing soccer during 6th period lunch; 1972 with J.C., G.R., F.B.; Greenwood Lake 72; the clubhouse with M.A., D.K., G.S., T.M., V.; Wildwood '73 with F.D.M., J.P., D.M.; Niagara Falls '73; the soccer team, "Italian IV" class
secret ambition to join the Mafia with M.A., G.R., T.M., and V.

CLIFFORD JACOBS

"Jake" ambition Undecided memories
getting chased out of the halls with L.D., C.H.; chased L.D. into girl's room to get something back
secret ambition motorcycle racing

JILL JOHNSON

ambition To become a secretary
memories color guard; Tobyhanna; old maids; trips to WV with S.F., L.D., F.S., M.S., S.B.; Buxton's; Girl's Show '71-'74; dixie victory; committee head; fearsome four; Driver's Ed. with M.S., S.F.; summer of '74; white mustang; Hot Shoppes parties; best friends with S.J.
"The Gang"; 8th with K.H.; the hall with K.I., L.D.; Belmar with the "gang"; wrong way street; getting to know C.P. and C.S.
Honor Society.
LORRAINE JOHNSON

"Lori" ambition To go to college and be a lab technician. Memories: 8th study with V.B., M.S.; 4th study with K.T.; 1-16-72 with M.C.; summer of '73 with K.T., S.D., M.M.; '73 WP rec. crew. Varsity softball and basketball; 7th study with V.M., D.D., M.S., V.B., M.B. secret ambition to see a dart in the driveway.

HONOR SOCIETY.

DIANE LYNN KATTAS

"Diane" ambition Clinical psychologist. Memories: Memorial Day weekend '73; The Moody Blues, concerts; missing buses with S.G.; Spanish II with Mr. F.; 2/11/71; Mr. B.'s homeroom; room #9, The Club House; confiding in J.M.; those moments with B.B. that will forever seem uncertain; memories of M.C. that will never die. secret ambition to view the world through the eyes of a child who hasn't learned the meaning of hate.

STEVEN JAMES KEOWN

ambition To own my own business. Memories: junior year: Fairlane down the parkway; Lavallette with B.F. and R.R.; Seaside Pier; Beach Haven every weekend; Miller beer; Buckalows at midnight; parties with N.L., B.H., B.F., J.H. AND B.D. all summer; L.B., 57 Blaine Ave.; Haterras and California coming soon; P.P. and Bahne surfboards secret ambition to surf Hawaii, Australia andAfrica.

ROBERT JOSEPH KERWIN

"Rob" ambition Music teacher. Memories: trips to Fla. with band; fresh track; J.M.; good times with J.T. Senor Play of '71; good times in dance band with S.M., C.S., J.B., B.H., J.S., Mr. K. secret ambition to conduct the "Boston Pops". HONOR SOCIETY.

STEVEN JAMES KEOWN

ambition To own my own business. Memories: junior year: Fairlane down the parkway; Lavallette with B.F. and R.R.; Seaside Pier; Beach Haven every weekend; Miller beer; Buckalows at midnight; parties with N.L., B.H., B.F., J.H. AND B.D. all summer; L.B., 57 Blaine Ave.; Haterras and California coming soon; P.P. and Bahne surfboards secret ambition to surf Hawaii, Australia andAfrica.

DEBRA L. KARAS

"Debbie" ambition Doing what Christ has for my life. Memories: being "ALWAYS" with S.L.; giving my life to a "SPECIAL FRIEND". Beautiful moments in Theo.; Fidelis (Mr. B.) and Bermuda; doing crazy things with F.R.; priceless friends who have cared; F.K., N.T., L.Z., S.D., J.P., T.K., R.A., D.V. and "M.K." secret ambition showing others the "real" purpose for living with S.L.

CHARLES KENTIS


ALEXIS KIDD

"Alex" ambition Secretary. Memories: homeroom with N.K., J.R. History M.H.; English M.S.; '73 with F.O.; going over F.O.'s sister's house; film club that never met; freshman year General Business class; G.M.; Games; History with Miss O.; D.E. with M.M. secret ambition to own a pet shop.

JAMES P. KERR

"Jim" ambition To go to art school and become a commercial artist. Memories: '73 track, '71, '72, '73 Art class; '74 yearbook staff; '73 English; '74 Photography secret ambition to build my own car and race it.
NANCY LEIGH KING

"Ala" ambition: Veterinary medicine memories: 2 years of "terror" with MOM; Dracula Baby; a scary Howard Cosell; the fun (and aggravation) of M. and S. practices; Mr. B's coat; good times with A.K., C.C., D.R., L.L., N.G., R.B., J.D., B.B., R.M., M.G., C.B., etc.; the prep room gang; my brother — the frisbee champ; the inimitable C.F.; "Spots"; uses (and abuses) of meter sticks — courtesy of J.K.; E-MC2 (the ultimate formula) secret ambition to be a Harlem Globetrotter.

COLEEN KNOLL

"Col" ambition: To win the Olympics, to acquire the Oscar, to win the Nobel Literature Prize memories: Washington June '73; the girls; P.F., A.R., E.P., L.R., X.C., J.S.; Flannery; girl's room, front lawn, shore '72, '73; Tar Park; C.L., L.G., G.L.; mess; honey bread; Mr. B.; Randy Newman concert with G.L.; the bat with J.O.; cutting J.O.'s collar; taking over First Place; munchies; singing, Terrace Pond with L.R.; secret ambition — to sail around the world alone on a clipper ship.

CRAIG E. KOBER

"Goober" ambition: To graduate and get a good job memories: lunch freshman yr.; cutting P. yr. with the gang; Spanish freshman yr. with that dumb teacher; Wood Shop with G.J.I.; secret ambition — it's a secret

KAREN JOYCE KORONA

"Kar" ambition: Speech pathologist memories: Girl's Show; Prom '72; being majorette with A.D.; the tries are out, Skull; stuffed chicken — eagle beat; good times with L.V., N.B., M.M.V., D.S., M.T.; putting up with me; Dr. Ed.; summer of '73; lost friends secret ambition to reach a point of happiness in life.

KATHLEEN KRILL

"Kathy" ambition: Special education memories: being hornet; white valentine victory '72; committee head; white hoops with J.M.; soph. court; skating, '72 and '73; Pole 37, Aunt J.R.; treasurer; J.I.; the bump; shore with L.C.; 2 a.m. with D.G. and S.B.; track meets; Collins; Jr. Cotillion with R.S.; sideline with D.O.; all the people I met in PV secret ambition — to wander through the past.

CHERYL SOFYRDA KROM

"Cheryl" ambition: Math teacher memories: soph. Gym with Mrs. R.; California '73; being caught by Mr. K., Mr. S.; J.P.; Wildwood and Sammy Turtle; Yol. Where are you girls going — secret ambition if I tell you it won't be a secret.

EDGAR KUKLOWSKY

"Koo" ambition: Be the leader of a professional jazz band memories: soph. and Jr. English; Jr. Gym class; conducting the band; the Grand Piano — secret ambition — to wander through the past.
TOM KWATKOWSKI

"Tom" ambition: To be happy and successful in life.
memories: M.O.M. seventh period; Am. Hist.; cross country frosh yr.; Zeppelin concert; summer of '73; times with L.C.; Friday nights with men; N.G., D.M., I.B., K.H.; the people at W.C.; Spring especially April of '73; P.A.; Foods II class; '65 Rambler; café; food; Seaside Heights; roller derby at Shea Stadium; people at PV.
secret ambition: To live in California on the edge of a beach.

JOHN LAKS

ambition: To become a biologist or a vet.
secret ambition: To always be myself and not let anyone change me.

JANET I. LAREGINA

ambition: College.
memories: meeting P.T. and the gang; bowling with A.S. and A.S., "choppers"; P.T.'s party; junior year 6th and 8th period; summers with A.B.
secret ambition: To have at least one home in the country.

VALERIE A. LAVELLA

ambition: To work with children.
secret ambition: To travel around the world.

JAMES LEA

"Lee" ambition: T.V. technician.
memories: Eng. III with L.S.; Typ. I with Mrs. M.; Photo with Mr. Gr.; H.F.F.A.G.M. secret ambition: To travel around the world and meet new faces.

JANE LEECH

"Janie" ambition: Secretary.
memories: R.D. Prom; S.P.; shore; 1/1/73-74 with T.R. and Birdie; Peach; Michelob; plans for S.B. and P.L.; walking with P.M.; J.C. with O.S.; the Park; mattrons; butterflies; and white cheering. '74.
secret ambition: To never worry about tomorrow.

LINDA ANN LEONARD

"Linda" ambition: Live happy C.R.; 2 sons and daughter.
memories: studies and lunches with gangs; meeting C.R.; Co. I; J.IL; 6/17/73; 8/1/73; M.I. and 2nd fam.; frosh yr. stairs; Super Savers; soph. yr.; E.K.; Duke; Parades M.C. and kids; Rolling; Roll Sk.; R.L. and R.C. secret ambition: To own our own house and property.

THERESA LEONARD

"Terry" ambition: Physical education teacher.
memories: varsity field hockey with my friends; prom '73; shore June 1, 73 with B.S.; 8/26/73 with my friends; History I and II with O and H.; English with Mrs. M.; Chem I with B.S. and C.C.; having fun with M.G., I.S., D.M., and the rest of the group.
secret ambition: To be able to backpack Europe.
JOYCE LEPANTO  
Ambition: Horse trainer and breeder  
Memories: straw; green cheering; 4 yrs.; com. head; Cotillion ’72; Wednesday’s; s.d. and “snowballs”; g.g.; “Kal”; roller skating; the hotel; the dugout; s.d.; club with D.G.; Prom ’71; shan; varsity cheering; head; “buddies”; abitz; eviction from 217; secret ambition: to be Amish  

VICKI LYNN LETKY  
“Vic” Ambition: To graduate  
Memories: 9th period study freshman yr.; Mr. D. freshman and sophomore yr.; laughs and fun junior yr. with Mrs. D.; secret ambition to relive my 17th birthday  

DOROTHEA L. LICIO  
“Dori” Ambition: Music therapist  
Memories: 9th, 10th grade with N.D.; sat. nites with N.D., S.S.E.; M.S.; twirling; LV; polishing my boots; co-capt. of twirling with P.S. and Miss D.; the park, accident with P.H.; H.H. birthday party; 106 minute lunch at M.D.’s house; good times with W.S. and S.H.; ’73 prom; band; Chataqua; N.D. secret ambition to play the flute like Jan Anderson  

HONOR SOCIETY  

GLORIA J. LOBOSCO  
Ambition: X-ray technician  
Memories: great times with friends; talks with C.J.; 2 yr. knowing J.M.; dumb track; committee bd.; manager with I.G.; Christmas ’70-’71; cutting; Brookdale; Vermont; calu study; d/f with R.S.; C.C.C.; shore; sitting on front porch; all people; dining forever; butterflies, blotches  
Secret ambition: keep my life from being a pattern  

HONOR SOCIETY  

JOHN FOSTER LONSKY  
“Lons” Ambition: To go to college  
Memories: Scottie’s fort; the hotel; Bristol; Watkins Glen; Jr. Cotillion; good times with E.S.; summers with C.R. and the hotel gang  
Secret ambition: to be as successful as two important people  

KAREN D. LUKE  
Ambition: Dental assistant  
Secret ambition: to cherish yesterday, dream tomorrow, live today  

ROSANN LIVA  
“Ros” Ambition: Shepherd of purple sheep  
Memories: N.T.; Beach Havens; Cell Block 20; concerts; “Old Barney”; D.J. and the little things; “Bio. exper.”; “Dawn”; All-nighters; “Fred Astaire” and the bow tie; sum- mer; P.L., P.Z. and talls; parties; work and I.H.; Care packages to Vermont; Dec. 5 secret ambition: exist inside a dewdrop  

ROSEANNA LOMBARDO  
“Roe” Ambition: Fashion buyer  
Memories: summer ’71; V.N.; Shop-Rite party with J.J.; Italian with J.H.; all the good times with V.N., K.H., B.M., J.J., M.B., P.L., B.P. Junior prom with J.D.; “fooling around”; 4th study with P.L.; summer ’72; Alabama, N.C. with family and J.R.; secret ambition: always be happy
PATRICIA LUZARRAGA


DAWN LEIGH MACDONALD

"Mar" ambition: To work in some field of art memories: Corky; Jan. 15, '71; good times with A.D.Y.; "owl"; Bahamas '72; Vermont '73; Feb. 10, '73; a certain redhead; skiing; Lake Hopatcong; "Lights out"; shore '73 with K.H.; long walks with J.T.; K.G.; Yearbook secret ambition: make all my dreams come true

BARBARA MARY MACLEOD

"Tibby" ambition: Secretary or peace corps memories: M.M.; my best friend B.B.; being a Green Pantry; assn committee head of relay; G.C.; sharing secrets with H.; Canada '73; Expo '76; 12/12; haircuts; my family crushes; A.C.; 5 clunkers; A.L. Band; G.V. sports; my animals; all the kids I found at PV; C.L.; stuffing B.Q.'s locker; W.W. songs secret ambition: to go back to Canada and live with someone special HONOR SOCIETY.

JOHN MAGEE

"Barney" ambition: Be happy memories: Bio. 1st year; U.S. History 2nd year secret ambition: open a motorcycle shop

ALBERT MALERO

"Al Mal" ambition: Architect memories: jr. year: sideline club; Arc. Ill with J.Z., M.T.; and R.F.; football '74; heavier shooting sessions in Eng. Ill with J.S., T.V.; M.C. and M.D.; shore '73; red '72 stang secret ambition: design, then knock off a bank
CATHY ANN MANCUSO

"Cathy" ambition Musical career
memories Junior year with C.R., getting
cauted; all of '70 days, freshmen Science with
Mr. D.; summer of '73 with T.E.; orange hond
secret ambition just happiness

DENISE MANFREDI

"Den" ambition To always be happy and
never have a dull moment
memories Great times with C.G., P.S., M.G., B.M., Jr, COE;
with S.W. and after it at M.T.'s house; D.E.
with Mr. R.; 7/9/73; 7/25/73; 3/36/73; 9/72/73;
V.V. and 1st time skiing; my "special Ventura";
1st ride on M.G. motorcycle; getting lost in Fort
Lee with P.S.; good times in Acc. 1 with Mr. F.;
Jr. Eng. with Miss N.; running out of gas; bowl-
ing club, fresh yr.; being chased by a certain
someone; "Face"; COE with Mr. D., C.G., B.C.,
C.C., secret ambition to travel cross
country in a trailer
Honor Society.

KAREN LEE MANGAN

"Kar" ambition Undecided memory
"Star"; pineapple trunks; summer '72,
'73; "park"; FLA; Wildwood '71; good talks with
friends; AFF Inc.; the gang; truckin' with L.F.;
sunrises and the moon; "158"; "oh wow the
shell just fell on my head" with D.; jobs; coons;
Corrillan '72; June 23, 1973; WWA and WMA;
"flicks"; "shaanon"; and getting in trouble
secret ambition move to Alberquerque,
N.M. and hibernate in the mts.
Honor Society.

ANNE MARIE MARANO

"Anne" ambition Teacher
memories Have fun during the summer with P.T. and
J.C.; secret ambition travel around Eu-
rope

EDITH MANZO

"Edie" ambition To become a court
stenographer
memories ZEX; park; wat-
ergum; shore '73; Florida; Chicago; best times
with R.T., L.C., A.P., R.D.C., R.P., E.B., F.P. al-
ways; Jeff Beck concert; lights; the vet; light-
bulbs; Bon's days; "hell night"; Brookdale
park; Red Baron; Tank; New Year's Eve with
A.P. and R.D.C; Allman Br.; double trouble
secret ambition to never stop laughing and
having fun

JOHN MARCHEGIANI

"Marsh" ambition X-ray technician
memories Florida with D.B. and A.J. four
years of football; sleeping out; after school bas-
basketball games with D.B., W.D., L.F. and the rest
of the gang; drums; car; working at Moran
secret ambition to be independently wealthy
Honor Society.
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FRANK MARGHERITA

"Slim" ambition Construction memories auto shop with F.A.; cutting soph and junior year; screw-off with slick and F.C.; Wildwood '73; weird wrestling matches; Biology I with D.R.; frint lawn '76-77 secret ambition to have the office put on my schedule

MARYANN MARCONDA

"Dip" ambition To be rich and famous memories Fresh yr: Art with Merc; soph yr: Top Burger with M.C.; junior yr: with T.M. and J.A.: good times with T.A.; summer '73: "going good" with T.M., J.A., T.N.; the city with P.V., Golden Star with T.M. and J.A.; Home Ec at Jade Fountain secret ambition to get together with a certain someone and to always have money

DEBRA MARINACCI

"Debbie" ambition Teacher memories good times with J.F. and C.P.; Driver's Ed with Mr. M.; B.D.S.'s Italian class with C.P.; discussing the Yankees with P.M. 7/28/73; Friday nights with J.F. and D.S.; football games with the gang - secret ambition to cure the ulcer I gave Mr. M. in Driver's Ed.

VERAMARIE MARRA

"Vera" ambition College memories Mr. D.S.'s ital. I; Jr. Bio I and Chem I lab with L.I.; 7/1 summer with P.Z.; ski trips with L.I. and L.D.L.; white relays, decorations, 7th study with L.I., M.S., V.B., M.B., K.T., J.D.L. and D.D.; Mr. W. Hist. II class with D.S. and P.Z.; Miss D.S.'s Eng. class; all the people I have met and enjoyed - secret ambition to drive to California, and see the country

HONOR SOCIETY.
MARYANN MARSICO

"Mare" ambition: Inhalation therapist
memories: cutting at Garret Mountain '72 with J.M. and C.A.; caught at Golden Star with C.A. and J.B.; great times with T.W.; being chased by P.A. up and down firecap; bus strike; at dinner: lunch at Capi '72 and '73
secret ambition: to marry that certain someone and travel around the world.

DONALD G. MARTHOUSE

"Marty" ambition: Inhalation therapist
memories: Good times with D.Y. and D.M; corr. sec'y '71-74; summer of '72; Culver '73 with H.M. and gang; Birchwood with R.H., S.S., J.H., K.M.; band '71-72; Twirling '74; Fla.; white hoops and relays; '73 Cotillion; Mr. K's.; Bio 1; track with I.D.P.; frisbee match. secret ambition: to own a farm in the country.

JACQUELINE RUTH MASSARO

"Jack" ambition: Elementary teacher
memories: good times with F.P. and J.C.; JKs.; Great Gorge with D.Y. and D.M; corr. sec'y '71-74; summer of '72; Culver '73 with H.M. and gang; Birchwood with R.H., S.S., J.H., K.M.; band '71-72; Twirling '74; Fla.; white hoops and relays; '73 Cotillion; Mr. K's.; Bio 1; track with I.D.P.; frisbee match. secret ambition: to own a farm in the country.

JOANN MASTERPASQUA

"Joe" ambition: Special education
memories: straws; gabbeh B.C.; T.C.; P.M.; sign. court with J.S.; P.B.; "your dune d"; Cotillion '72; stitch; shatch; J.M.; class veep; corn. head; hoops with K.K.; farm and pub with rox; sd and Murphy; all times with sid; roll polly with dc; '71-72; truckin' with banana; sat.; nite and shifts with doone; fob; one; yearbook '74; whistling; B; n.g.; b.da; swim hole in Pa.; what's limo; where's limo; evicted from 217 secret ambition: to be the watergate prosecutor.

HONOR SOCIETY.
MARIE MATHEWS
"Re" ambition: College memories—hometown Akron, Ohio; high school —P.T. High School; New York, N.Y.; college —jmb*jwi College; memories —troubles at Glassboro; Main Line Jan 71-72; English (rut period; Sam on Sunday nights, Watkins Glen N.Y.; The *m«Kjn Museum of Natural History; all night poker games with B.M., I.M., K.T., B.T. good times with R.M., P.T., M.A., J.M., S.M.; secret ambition to please myself when pleasing others.

ROBERT MATSON
"Bob" ambition: Science membrane—hometown —Main Line; high school —Main Line; college —Whitman College; memories —food-choo; tennis at MSC; Chem. I; times w.th M.M., I.L., K.L., G.C., B.B. and mosilv A.S.; Au(g. 21, AC; Eng. Ml; summer nat's 71; HP 72; 72 Prom; secret ambition to be with DR. for- ever and ever.

DEBRA MCDONALD
"Debbie" ambition: Special education membrane —hometown —Huntington Beach, CA; high school —Huntington Beach; college —Carnegie Tech; memories —Spannh I and II with D.N., DA. and MC; Broodale, HR; b. with J.M., b. with Mrs. N.; getting suspended; Valley Fan; secret ambition to be with DR. for- ever and ever.

ISABEL MARIE MCDONALD
"Truck" ambition: BeauticUn membrane —hometown —BeauicUn; high school —Main Line; college —Carnegie Tech; memories —Summer 71; Park lounge with D.B., M.I. and B.L.; secret ambition to be with DR. forever and ever.

KAREN MCCLUSKEY
"Karen" ambition: Home economics membrane —hometown —Main Line; high school —Main Line; college —Carnegie Tech; memories —"5pa»ky"; secret ambition to own driving school.

JOHN MCGEE
"Brend" ambition: Become an architect —hometown —Main Line; high school —Main Line; college —Carnegie Tech; memories —"5pa»ky"; secret ambition to own driving school.

DONNA LEE MCKINDARY
"Mimi" ambition: "Mimi" was "Mimi" from September 16, 1970 to June 16, 1974 —secret ambition to be a woman of the people.

LORRAINE EILEEN MCNEICE
"Lor" ambition: College memories—hometown —BeauicUn; high school —Main Line; college —Carnegie Tech; memories —"5pa»ky"; secret ambition to live life to its fullest.
DAVID A. MEISBERGER

"Dave" ambition Mathematician memories Led Zeppelin concert; T.K. parties; meeting M.A.H.; Friday nights out with the men, N.C., T.K., L.R., K.H.; April at B.S.'s, lake in Sussex in '73; leaving school jr. yr. with B.B.; all my good friends at school; secret ambition to travel across the country with my friends.

ROY EARL MENTON

"Sprite" ambition Meteorologist memories band camp '72; night of the big escape; the 7 moral sinners: Oct. 21 with L.M.; R.O.T.; Florida '71 and '73; Christmas Cotillion; great times with L.M., J.D., J.M., L.A., C.T., D.E., J.B., and the rest of the gang; secret ambition to fly cross country in a sail-plane HONOR SOCIETY.

SHEILA MESSINA

"Sheek" ambition Professional cosmetologist memories loving B.S.; New Year's Eve with B.S., B.C., N.W.; down the shore; doing stupid things with M.C., N.W., D.R., B.H., J.C., R.M.; Zeppelin concert; camping in Florida with N.W.; "G.R." (parties); "The B.B." secret ambition to be happy.

ROBERT MICHELINI

"Bob" ambition To be a success in whatever field I choose memories track; frosh. and soph. cross country; Saturday morning practices; open gym; Eng. II; U.S. History I; Biology I; frosh bowling club; working at the restaurant with the boys; secret ambition to own a "hot" car HONOR SOCIETY.

JACOB ROBERT MIEROP

ambition To be a chemist memories freshman yr.: the mountain; W.M. ups: being champions; football and baseball favorites; double sessions Fridays; K.S. concert; S.I. secret ambition T.P.F.T.C.B.

KAREN MIKULA

ambition Private secretary memories the bus strike; going out to breakfast; Dick ford's, Brookdale Park, a white van; white hoops '72 and '73; Girl's Show parties; 6/25/72 summer of '72, 7/10/72; being happy, walking straight; spilled potions; laughing and crying with D.C.; 1864; summer of '73; camp, the stars; good times with everyone; all my friends secret ambition to watch all my dreams become reality HONOR SOCIETY.

DEBRA ELLEN MILLER

"Debbie" ambition Secretary memories R.R.R. with S.G. and K.F.; HR with K.M.; Mili's corner; frosh yr.; good times with N.P. and P.Z.; Bio. class soph. yr.; Gypsy Rose with M.N.; all my friends at PV; secret ambition wildlife management.

MARY ANN MILLER

"Miller" ambition To find my place in life memories being great friends with B.J.R. and L.G. for many years; D.C.'s p.j. parties; Lake H. with L.G. and L.P.; L.G.'s front porch; greatest and craziest times with all my friends; gas stations; "Familiar Routes"; shore '72 and '73; knowing J.M.; Girl's Show 3 yrs.; cheating on Spanish. T.t.w. with L.F., Bio. is fun with Mr. K.F., talks with D.M.D.; being a D.T.; M.S trips; The Witch, "Oh joy the urine has ended" secret ambition to lose 10 lbs. overnight.
ROBERT E. MILLER JR.
“Tobby” ambition: Police mem-
ories: being in PPA with S.C. and S.C.; hang-
ing at gas station with S.C., G.P. and V.L.; work-
ing summer of ‘73 with S.C. and V.L.; going up
to see D.V. every night; secret ambition: to be healthy, wealthy, and wise.

BRENDA MILLIGAN
“Bren” ambition: Dental Hygienist
memories: good times with L.M.; driving around in her car; Driver’s Ed. with V.M. during the summer; fun with the gang at D.D.; green marching ‘73; secret ambition: to travel around the world.

LINDA MILSPAUGH

JOHN MONCATO
“John” ambition: Electronics technician
memories: flying gas with J.O., P.J.P., T.R. and D.S.; the jinx; Mr. G’s interesting lec-
tures; secret ambition: to go faster than 120 m.p.h. in my SS.

VALERIE MINGIONE
“Val” ambition: Secretary
memories: freshmen year; best friends with J.N.; laughin’; cryin’; blatches; bein’ crazy; secrets; Brook-
dale Ft. with J.A.; Motor Vehicle; visits by a cer-
tain someone; long talks with J.N.; stuck in
e Toms River; fellow diver: S.S. Hits.; flat tire; Ye-E. M.S. trips; Willowbrook Inn; Oriental Shop; accident; “It’s Too Late”; soph. Hist.
secret ambition: to find out what I’m looking for.

PAUL MONSEES
“Moons” ambition: To be happy
memories: great times at the park; the mara-
thon; park parties; “drippin’ away”; great times
with A.D., Cotillion with C.C.; hanging moons
with A.D., Cotillion with C.C.; hanging moons
in A.D.’s pool; Brookdale Park; “Beginnings”;
your K.S.; convicts with K.M. and P.S.; 4 yrs. foot-
ball; baseball; PAL basketball; secret ambi-
tion: to be the best at whatever I do.

HONOR SOCIETY.

JOHN HENRY MORRIS
“La” ambition: To get my license
memories: getting chased by Mrs. B. fresh-
men year; sneaking out of the library sopho-
more year; losing my license junior summer; hav-
ing a great time all the time with M.A.M. and
Aux; turning air condition on in the office in
the winter; fire drill on the coldest day of the
year; secret ambition: to play linebacker
next to Dick Burton.

JAMES M. MOSCARELLI
“Mosk” ambition: S-sorx
memories: Vermont; speech defect; Heinrichs; the
P.A.L. field; Tipton and Totten with Fish and Lip in
O’ weather; red eyed basketball; my own cor-
er of the caf.;iced tea and concerts; secret ambi-
tion: to go kayaking down the Colorado
River.
LAURA LOUISE JAYNE MUELLER
“Laura” ambition Veterinarian memories galloping across the meadows; bareback and barefoot watching the sunrise; my times of silence; watching wild creatures; my friends and my free companions secret ambition to be a millionaire and to dwell on COR

DEBRA MUIR
“Debbie” ambition Stewardess memories good times with L.F., D.C. and D.Z.; long talks with M.A.M.; shore; S.I.T. with J.M.; traveling secret ambition own a CAT

CATHERINE M. MULLIGAN
“Cathie” ambition Fashion Illustrator memories “F”, 11/28/72; from 72, the dune buggy at 11 p.m. with J.A.; G.T.O., Chevy, Torino, VEGA; canoeing with “F.L.”, K.S., J.D.; Cal., D.N., D.D.G., S.P.; Mr. H.S. in Dr. Ed; Mr. D. and me, help me Mertx; K.S. and the freak on Preak; Corbux’s “Bananas”; R. G.J.K. secret ambition he knows all about it

JANE MURPHY
“Poo” ambition College memories; E.K., M.B.K., J.H.; L.H.C. forever; HR 228; knowing S.C., 2 yrs. and gym with G.L.; underwear; Wrecking Co.; boot; Beau; Vi. 73; a hot pumpkin; “yo tomato”; solo with E.K., “my beautiful sister”; “8 dollars”; shore 73; concerts secret ambition to be a lady of the canyon

PATRICIA MURPHY
“Murph” ambition Recreational director memories white cheering ’71; comm. head with D.S., White Chief ’74; Capt. Variety Cheering; D.D. at 5:00; gabesh; Mr. B. and J.G., S.D. and J.; Coalition ’72; summer ’73 with J.S; camping; lookouts; stokey; i.r.; bear with A.D., Yogi and B.B.; campfire — B., A., P., T. and S.; lost in Pa., with K.S.; house; maid for J.S; friends — M.Z.G.K.D.S.L. evicted from 237; secret ambition to meet Bobby Murray on Broadway

MICHAEL JOHN JOSEPH MURRAY
“Murph” ambition To be a baker memories Macs 33; D.G. “90”; park parties; The Park; B.P., B.O., P.M., K.M., S.S., D.N., J.S., K.S., T.G., “X.O.”, P.S., S.B., J.L., K.J., S.B., B.O., N.N.; good times at The Walk Inn with R.B., B.P., M.S., N.N., D.N., T.C., J.W., D.K.; the good 5½ mo. with “P.S.”, Bagel Shop + T.S.; Brookdale Park; marathon, marathon dinner; sum. ’70-’74; shore ’73; secret ambition to go cross country and meet and see as many people and sights as I can
JEANETTE NACHEF

ambition: To marry the one I love
memories: loving D.M.; S/772; frosh yr.; ya'll; D.M.; New Year's Eve party; best friends with V.M.; laughter; cryin'; bein' crazy; cuttin'; S.S. His.; "It's Too Late"; accident — ticket — stuck in Tom's River; talks with V.M.; fellow diver D.M. & V.M.; "Well, hellin'"; M.A.S. trips; Junior Cotillion 72; Ghah-Gahah; secret ambition: to be a belly dancer

DONNA MARIE NAHASS

ambition: Go to college to be a registered nurse
memories: my first English class with M.D. and my great TA with M.S. and friends; secret ambition: to be a psychologist

SHERRY NAVARRO

"Sher" ambition: Social worker

BARRBARA J. NELSON

"Barb" ambition: To be a housewife
memories: Delaware canoe trip '72 & meeting D.A.C.; Soph. Hist. with Mr. M. & I.D.; J.M. fell thru Aud. ceiling; Jr. year at P.V.; USN going south for the winter but ANTARCTICA; lookin' at Mr. J.; 4 shop classes & I hate Women's Lib; "the wild bore himself"; yawn; moustaches '73; "let's short circuit the board"; 5&4 crew; secret ambition: not even my hair dresser knows for sure

JACK NAPLES

ambition: Race cars
memories: auto shop with B.B. and S.C.; Jr. year with J.B. and S.B.; Sat. nights on Route 20 with C.C. and B.D.

KEVIN NENDZE

"Kev" ambition: To enjoy life
memories: Friday nights at the park with B.P., M.B., and J.M.; Trans. 1 & B; Eng. III; catching a shark at Seaside; J.N.; Foods, rolling in the carpport, driving around; secret ambition: open a bar at the park
DEBRA A. NERO

"Ser" ambition To own my own craft shop memories
D.A.: P.A.L. dance; 10/12/72; Bio; I; concert; shore; Jr. Coollion; Riverboat, all with J.L; long talks with D.M.D., H.S., W.P., B.B. games (+54) with D.M.D., W.P., S.K.; floods with D.M.D.; Brookside, Labor Day '73; Girl's Show. secret ambition to have all that J.L. and I ever dreamed

OLIVIA NETLUCH

"Live" ambition Fashion designer or buyer memories going to Westpoint with J.S. and K.C.; fighting and laughing with M.D.; study with B.C.; Penn; M.D.'s skating in hall; working in 8's; suntan in study secret ambition Sculptor

PAULA ANN NIER

"Paula" ambition Teacher — librarian memories Freshman year history; drivers ed.: looking for a job; passing drivers test first time; trip to Virginia in '73; first day of school soph. year secret ambition to always be happy

JOAN NOORDYK

"Joan" ambition College memories summer '72; June 12, B.I.; Jr. Eng. with S.D., M.S., P.P., A.N., & L.Y.; 6th study Jr. year; Jr. Coollion with B.I.; Dancing Nick; Colour My World; Girl's Show '72; '73; sunburn with B.L.; skating with D.M. & S.H.; A. Bell; fuzziest with B.I.; crazy times with D.M., S.H., & S.S.; family living Jr. year; Wildwood '73 with M.Z. secret ambition to live an endless summer in endless peace and tranquility

NANCY LYNN NORDENSVAN

"Nanc" ambition Raise Afghan hounds memories Ocean View '71; Stokes State Forest with J.G.; bugels at "Star"; Newark; Falls View; Staten Island ferry with J.G., E.F. & L.Y.; Canada '73 with J.G. & D.N.; "just 30 miles more"; O'Dowd's with J.K. secret ambition Be manager of Stationery at G.I.

DEBRA NORDYKE

"Debby" ambition Secretary memories Meeting and loving G.S.; 10/11/73; D.D.G., "Tang", S.P., C.S., E.B. "Ser", D.I.B. and walking in the rain. "Ser"; the shore with C.S.; Nassau '71; Hawaii '72; Bermuda '73; Jr. Coollion '72 with J.L. Jr. Prom '74; crying with D.D.G. over G.S., A.G., & L.G.; calm talks; the "O" bomb; being on yearbook staff; buying my '71 Nova: Dr. Ed. and Mr. R.; 5/15/73 ZOOM!!! secret ambition to make "our" dreams become reality

ANNA E. NORMAN

"Ann" ambition Get a good job memories junior year with the gang and very special times with R.H.; freshman year with Y.L., J.N. in lunch; Color Guard '72-'74; football games; HR '72; Mr. G. & Mr. H. secret ambition Be a Firewoman
MICHAEL NOVACK

"Mike" ambition Carpenter memories summer of 72; English III; milk route with J.N., K.M., F.C., D.R.; good times with I.S.; Gorter's class; New York City; Mr. D.'s History class; Mina H.; Bloomingdale; concerts; parties; the C.B. football team; getting drunk; fun with I.S.; shore '73 secret ambition to own the New York Yankees

JERRY O'BRIEN


JAMES O'CONNOR

"Jim or Tex" ambition Open motorcycle shop memories German class; F.G.C.J. and most of the teachers and other friends secret ambition to tour U.S. by motorcycle and to be a shift

DIANE MELONY OGDEN

"Dee" ambition Display artist memories freshmen year — going nuts — getting suspended; front lawn; splitting from school with my old buddy N.T.; good times with N.R.; memories of fun and games with C.K.; going to Boston with C.K.; meeting new people; partying in the girl's room with the gang; taking art courses with Mr. M. secret ambition to spend many of my years in London, England

DAVID OHORI

"Hashi-Moto" ambition Marine Biologist memories track 72, 73, 74; the "B" loop; Alg. II with Mr. L. — H.D.W.F.T.; Physics with Mr. G. — Think! managing basketball Uncle D., Mr. P.; Gym with the "Bear" secret ambition to break go in the quarter, maybe more

HONOR SOCIETY

STEVEN O'KEEFE

ambition Forestry memories Art Show '73; Vermont ski weekends; funny looking people in a fine fantasy world; cycling to school secret ambition free lance artist

JANE ONISK
ANTHONY ORLANDO

"Tony" ambition Any college memories baseball; skiing; gymnastics; Hawley, Pa. and The "Crick" with C.C.; M.D., R.M.; canoe trips; Vermont '73; getting caught in Apc. pool; Rat Burger after b.b. practice; Ortley Bch. secret ambition still play sports at 80.

CAROL OWENS

"Carol" ambition Fashion designer memories 8/31/70; front lawn '71 - '72; Eng. with Miss N. and S.N.; cutting with S.N.; girl's room gang '72; good and bad times with T.T.; shore '72; going to breakfast with S.N., R.N.; J.F.; a certain percent from T.T.; The Manor 8/31/73 secret ambition to build a house in the country and live there with T.T.

LINDA M. PALAZZOLO

"Lin" ambition To make lots of money memories soph. Christmas receiving my birthstone ring; '72 working in Woolworths with R.D. = A.F. fun in jr. year in Mr. S.'s, class with T.C.; junior cutting school with S.C., N.S., K.H.; summer '73 with D.V., B.F.; all good times in soph., junior, senior years with S.C. secret ambition to have many more happy years with S.C.

JAMES GILBERT OSGOOD

"Ozzie" ambition Succeed in college memories riding in the Ultimate; Mr. M. Bio.; secret ambition sports announcer

NANCY PAGANO

ambition College memories DBT cheering; games; bus rides; party; D.G. Pinto; Grin's tournament wins; '72 Col. '73 DBT v. and jr. Prom with B.A. (K.M., S.D.); great times with B.A.; Boston's; summer '73; water skiing; lake; shore; hoops '71, '72; modern dance '73; gymnastics K.S.; fun with B.A., D.G., J.M., L.F., D.C., P.C.; (V.H. - D.M.); pep rally; S.A.D.; secret ambition to make what I can out of life and always be happy!

DAWN ANN PASCALE

"Dawn" ambition College memories Girl's Show; Captain of Color Guard; K.T. handing me saber; Cotillions '71 and '72; Prom '73; great times with D.S.; Mainline; Oct. 16, '71 ramp to Rt. 80; vacation with D.S.; No. 50; soph. lunch with G.A.; park gang secret ambition to be happy with that special guy HONOR SOCIETY.

DENNIS PASCALE

"Cor" ambition To help people any way I can memories good times with J.F., D.M. and K.C.; Washington D.C. with K.C. and P.K.; Senior Play; shore '73; B.D.S.'s Italian with D.M.; white marching and decorations. Friday nights with J.F., D.M., and D.S.; Saturday morning tennis; labs with J.F. and S.S. secret ambition to realize what I want in life and then to achieve it HONOR SOCIETY.

CORINE PARODI

ambition To help people any way I can memories good times with J.F., D.M. and K.C.; Washington D.C. with K.C. and P.K.; Senior Play; shore '73; B.D.S.'s Italian with D.M.; white marching and decorations. Friday nights with J.F., D.M., and D.S.; Saturday morning tennis; labs with J.F. and S.S. secret ambition to realize what I want in life and then to achieve it HONOR SOCIETY.
CAROL PASQUARIELLO

ambition: To become a secretary
memories: Cotillion '72; Feb. '71; special times with V.T.; waiting for that "some day"; laughing and being friends with C.H.; "something Special!"; long talks with L.D.; "22"; Girl's Show '71-'74; "Be-Be"; D.Q. with C.S.; knowing C.B., J.J., L.A.; secret ambition: to be satisfied.

RONALD PASSENTI

"Ron" ambition: Merchandising
memories: Fresh Pres.; winning and losing elections; HR with C.P.; talks with C.S.; times with I.J.; skiing; summer '72, '73; Beach Haven; Beabob; Sunlight '72; beach partying; Proos; Harem; Senior Pres.; Senior Play; Yearbook
secret ambition: to know what lies ahead.

ARLENE PATACCO

"Are" ambition: For all my dreams to come true
memories: fun with L.C., I.M., R.T., R.D.C.; The Park; red baracuda; ZEX; Main Office; fights in cal. '72; light bulbs; New Year's Eve; the shore L.C.; water guns; Ri. 80 with B.D.V.; Tow Path with B.D.V. and the gang
secret ambition: to live the rest of my life with B.D.V.

ROBERT ERNEST PATON

"Bob" ambition: To become an operating engineer

ELISA PATAPCHUK

"Lee" ambition: Medical technician
memories: many, many years with A.V.; times at Star freshmen yr. with L.F., K.M., L.R., J.S., I.D., F.D., D.V., P.F., A.R.; pineapple "trunks"; Mr. F. and English I; X-mas with A.V. and family; making all my many good friends; soph, Geom.; summer of '71 and '73; 158 and the gang
secret ambition: to always be able to move, without bumping into someone else.

GARY PATTI

"Gary" ambition: Be southward bound
memories: summer of '72 and '73; Tolo-wa and West Paterson
secret ambition: to be the best photographer.

MICHAEL PAVENTA

"Mike" ambition: Fly for a commercial airlines
memories: Trans. Ill with Mr. C.; Bio. class with Mr. D.; Band with Mr. B. and Mrs. K. Crampa and 44 yrs.
secret ambition: fly a 747 for Eastern Airlines.

LEA ANN PELLINEN

"Lea" ambition: College
memories: family; parties; being best friends with L.G.; dipping at Lake H.; saunas; Bio. I, Mr. K., M.A.M. and F.P.; Alg. II, Mr. J.; Hist. II, Mrs. H., R.P., J.M.; jokes; laughing V.H.; Del. Gap with friends; poison ivy with L.G., K.S., L.G.; Senior Play; Cape Cod; Florida; Girl's Show; Cotillion H.S.; 1st yr. gymnastics; sailing P.D.; Vermont; "muffling it up"; cheering K.S.; nest summer
secret ambition: make it to Europe with L.C.
SHARON PELUSE
“Sharr” ambition Accountant memories: R.S.; 4/3/70; Cotillion with R.S.; good times with R.S., G.B., D.D.C., D.N., C.M., R.D.C., A.B.; the Rambler; ‘64 Chevy; ‘77 Chevy; “CRASH”; the stick that moves itself; the closet at G.B.’s house secret ambition to marry R.S. and be happy forever.

FRANCES PIERRI
“Fran” ambition Elementary education teacher memories: the day we cleaned the hall ‘73 with M.M. and B.J.R.; lunch at Gino’s during long 6th pd. study ‘73 and afterwards with M.M., B.J.R., and L.P.; Freshee ‘73 with J.M.; Biology class, Italian class ‘72, ‘73 with J.M.; Gail’s Show — white; our plans for last yr. ‘74 with J.M. secret ambition to find a place in life and live it happily.

MICHAEL A. PIGNATELLO JR.
“Jerry West” ambition College memories: Geometry with M.M., A.B., J.S.; track; hall with the raccoons; Sunday football games secret ambition run in Olympics for 76 year.

NANCY PHILLIPS
“Brat” ambition Speech therapist memories: soph. yr. A.D.S.; The Joke Club; Cotillion with K.M.; Gail’s Show; driving with J.D.B., J.V.; watermelon picnic ‘72; The Park; The Dupuis; the cemetery with creepy Monks; concerts; plays; The Bike; the zoo; Florida; summer of ‘73; J.K.C.C.G.C.N. secret ambition to live in never, never land forever HONOR SOCIETY.

PAUL PIROZZI
“Paul” ambition Electronics field memories: getting yelled at for going to the bathroom by miniature teacher ad in hall; driving the ultimate secret ambition to lay around in senior lounge.

JOHN CARROLL PINADELLA
PATRICIA ANN PISANO

"Pat" ambition: Register nurse
memories: Eng. I with Mr. E.; soph. Gym and
Crafts I, II, III with S.D. and G.R.; meeting B.F.
and happy times together; A.C. '72 with G.R.,
water episodes; jr. yr. football games; jr. yr.
picnics; vacation with B.F.; sitting at building
secret ambition: to be a member of E.R.S.

DONALD PLATVOET

"Don" ambition: Carpenter
memories: Chugging with the guys; 2 cans in 26
sec.; the garage and trailer with S.A., G.C.;
pejny with S.A., A.V., G.V.; the hole with D.T.,
W.T., S.A.; T.C.; P. H.; great memories of C.F.
secret ambition: to always have enough
money for a six

JOHN PORTLOCK

"Duke" ambition: To be a U.S. army officer
memories: Eating caf. food; Mr. C.'s
Bio. class; secret ambition: to hold a conver-
nation with Jesus Christ

DOROTHY POLLICK

"Dar and Dot" ambition: Work full time
at Data Processing
memories: Fresh yr. try-
outs for hoops; being on Bowl team; 3rd peri-
od with N.S., C.M., A.S.; meeting J.D. at his par-
on with W.T., S.A.; Y2 Buck, Gym with A.B., R., D.; study in
Aud. with J.D.; going to seaside with S.C.,
P. - D.; clubs; Zum Zum's; Data Process; being
on C.O.L.E.; 70 Pontiac. secret ambition: to
become Mrs. J.D. before the year 2000

RONALD POSPIEL

"Pop" ambition: Engineer or architect
memories: 44 yrs; trip to Nanau Colli-
yrs; Mr. S. with B.P.; soap fight; secret am-

CAROL L. PLATT

"TFIP" ambition: To follow where He
leads me
memories: Life Anew, P.K., B.J.,
B.E., S.D.; cook-outs at Barn; P.K., S.B.; Hiking
with Ephesians, M.B.; junior yr.; shore; C.F.
camping in N.H.

secret ambition: to hike
the Appalachian trail
ROBERT CHARLES POST

"Bob" ambition: To succeed in my secret ambition: to become head of the American Cancer Society.

CHRISTOPHER J. POTTER

"Pots" ambition: To be a famous professional hockey player with Mr. D., Assistant Coach and Mr. K., Coach. Game days: Fri., Sat., and Sun. ambition: Just to play professional hockey with Mr. K., Coach.

MICHAEL PROVENZALE

"Michael" ambition: To be a successful business man with Mr. D., Assistant Coach. Memorable moments: Working at the school bag, C.R. B., and R.B. ambition: Just to work at the school bag.

CARY PRUIKSMAN

"Cary" ambition: To be a great actor. Memorable moments: Working at the school bag, C.R. B., and R.B. ambition: Just to work at the school bag.

GARY PRUIKSMAN

"Gary" ambition: To be a famous cartoonist. Memorable moments: Working at the school bag, C.R. B., and R.B. ambition: Just to work at the school bag.

FRANCINE RADO TODD RADW1N

"Franni" ambition: Whatever my Lord has in mind for my life. Memorable moments: Summer vacation with Mr. and Mrs. R., Camp with the group of kids. ambition: Just to be happy with Mr. and Mrs. R.

DEAN RATTINO

"Dean" ambition: To be a famous actor. Memorable moments: Senior Prom with Mr. and Mrs. R., and Mr. T. ambition: Just to be happy with Mr. and Mrs. R.

BETTYE ROE

"Betty" ambition: To be a famous actress. Memorable moments: Being greatest friends with Mr. and Mrs. R., and Mr. T. ambition: Just to be happy with Mr. and Mrs. R.
SU5AN MARIE REDA
“Sue” ambition: Elementary ed. teacher; memories: freshman year and 3rd lunch; gymnastics; Junior Cotillion; being SGA secretary; Vermont ’73; ski club with D.C., J.C., T.D. and M.D.; Girl’s Show; Senior Play; summer of ’73 and being one of the “guys;” all the good times and friends; secret ambition: to make the whole world smile.
HONOR SOCIETY.

MICHAEL REILLY
“Mike” ambition: Graduate high school memories: sophomore year 7th period study; trip to shore junior year; all the time spent drinking in the park with R.F., K.N., and J.M.; sophomore year Auto Shop class; secret ambition: to own a brewery.

KARIN RICHTER
HONOR SOCIETY.

DEBRA A. RIGAMONTI
“Debbie, Rigamonti” ambition: Speech therapist; memories: Italian I and II with B.; Bio I with J.M. and A.B.; the day Mr. K. blew up the lab; Jr. Cotillion; Seaside; summer of ’73; Wildwood; M.K.E., F.D., D.R., M.C. and J.S.; secret ambition: to be happy and successful in life.

STEPHEN RIGGI
“Steve” ambition: Shop-Rite manager; memories: sophomore year 7th period; study; trip to shore junior year; all the time spent dunking in the park with B.P., K.N., and I.M.; sophomore year Auto Shop class; secret ambition: to own a ghost.

VIRGINIA RIGGS
“Ginny” ambition: Pediatric nurse; memories: freshmen year Gym and Crafts with J.D. and P.P.; going to A.C. with P.P., D.G., C.W., M.W., R.J.; G.C.B. and party; Coke bottles; the jetty; to Hackney’s and the water King and Queen; junior yr. football games with L.R.S.; miniature golfing with B. R. Mac; making Christmas balls; walking thor; and all the good times with K.F.; secret ambition: to set a good example for the next generation.

GARY ROBERTO
“Gerry” memories: Frankie’s garage; sleeping out with the Columbo boys; crossover with “D.” K’s 7th period animal farm; F.Y.M., R.I.O. Deliverance; R.C. Cola; 7up; hittin’ the city; L.D. Jr. Cotillion; soccer; trick; skiing; Madonna ‘73 and singing with “T.” “LONGEST DAY: ALMOST Maine; Stoker; floating down the Delaware; Allman Brothers Concert.
HONOR SOCIETY.

LORETTA ROCA
“Rhet” ambition: Genetics; memories: freshmen yr.: Mountain concert; (all of 5th per. study); front lawn days with all; summer time ’71 – ’72; G.C., E.K., J.P.; Lauvette; Shallow; Hander’s moon; honey bread; ’73 summer; weekend return with B.E.; hitchin’ to Brooklyn with J.P. and pink pinky rings; one to one concert; Watkins Glen with B.E., L.M., T.; no keys; taking over first place; munchin’; camping out in Terrace Pond with C.K.; meeting good people before and always; secret ambition to travel the universe.
ANN ROGERS
ambition: X-ray technician
memories: Vermont '72; shore '73; the good times with P.F., D.G., C.K., J.P., B.J., M.F. and the gang; a trip down the shore; "15" girl's room; 40 min. of laughing; Allman Brothers concert; "Lifter"; times at J.P.'s house; German R.; New Year's Eve '72; vanilla cone - secret ambition: to never grow old and always be happy.

TERRY ELLEN ROMANO
"Terry" ambition: Psychologist
memories: good times with D.D., I.P., D.M., D.H.; Wildwood '73; President RKO - D.N., F.A.; junior and senior year; summer of '72 and '73; 1st concert with F.A. - secret ambition: to be a musician or dancer.

RANDI ROME
"Munchie" ambition: Police officer
memories: football practice; March of '73; HR in 107; Gym with M. P.; weekend football games.

MARSHA MARIE ROMEO
"Matt" ambition: A dental hygienist
memories: freshmen and sophomore years at S.C.A. with P.M.; a bumpy road that had to be crossed; trip to Florida; getting lost with D.P. and L.F.; summer of '73; a treasured friendship with L.F. - secret ambition: to be just like my mother.

CHRIS ROVELLO
"Hap" ambition: Electronics

GIUSEPPE RUFFOLO
"Joe" ambition: Become an interpreter
memories: trip to Italy; 1973 Italian IV class; my vacation at Niagra Falls; 1973 soccer season - secret ambition: become rich and own a villa in Italy.

THOMAS MICHAEL RUPINSKI
"Tom" ambition: Become a draftman or join the Air Force
memories: of P.J.P.'s '64 Skylark and how I parked his car and others; humming around with I.M., T.D., K.P., J.P., D.S.; modifying my '73 Mach 1 - secret ambition: to own 1 Panters for each day of the week.

DEBORAH LYNN RUSSO
"Debbie" ambition: Secretary
memories: lunch; 5th per. Eng. jr. yr.; "22" - Pole Kid: doing crazy things with S.R., L.S., M.C., R.K., D.R.; Alg. Soph. yr.; 3/23/72; being with T.S.; Trudy's; summer of '73; Wildwood; marching '71; learning how to ice skate with J.B.; bike rides to Totowa every night - secret ambition: to be able to walk in the rain and not have my hair frizz.
DENISE RUSSO

ambition Health career, memories good times Fresh year: Dec. 28: '72 Itay trip. '73 with "cogum L. P.S., B.J., M.C. and "Mr. Sa." Hilton Hotel '73 with L.R.: breaking down in Seaside '73 with V.M. and J.N.: knowing N.T. for 8 years secret ambition to marry a millionaire before the age of 30

JOSEPH RYGlicki

"Joe" ambition Go to college memories standing in front of room 108 and throwing the ball, also watching all the girls go by secret ambition to live by myself in the back woods and live off the land

JAMIE REGINA SACCO


DAVID J. SAFFRAN

"Uncle Dave" ambition Electronics technician memories cal. boycott: bus strike: open cal.: cutting junior year; senior year -- new school secret ambition get FCC license

PATRICIA SAITTA


DANIEL PETER SALKO

"Wild Dan" ambition To graduate from college memories Vit. 72: Beach Boys: Aug. '73: The Gay: 3 years of football; the bear: V.T. '73: Singer Lounge -- J.S.: R.S., M.B., I.C.; raising h with J.S. secret ambition to live on a mountain top in the Canadian Rockies
JOSEPH D. SALVIA

"Yaba"... ambition... Professional baseball player or musician... memories... ice hockey; golf; baseball; soccer; my band "Free Will"; S.R., D.W., I.D., M.G., T.G. and F.B.; locker robbed 3 times in 4 years; girls; Laurel and Hardy; "huh"; P.S. It's been a rough 4 years... secret ambition... my band to play in concert.

ALLEN SALM

"Ali"... ambition... To own an animal farm... memories... '70 - '71 with CM.; soph. dance and J.G.; annio gift; good times with A.O.; Bio. I with C.M.; on the "50" with B.B. and J.C.; JV football; M.W. and P.K.'s grad. parties; Canada with D.B.; secret ambition... to be able to do whatever I want, whenever want.

CHRISTIAN SANDY

"Kramer"... ambition... To be president of K.K.K. memories... freshmen fullback; P.B.W.H.; Red White; city football; Park boys; Pink Floyd J.C.; J.P. party; Watkins Glen; Girl's Show party; shore '73; good times with L.C., C.L., K.K., R.P.; secret ambition... to see the country in my van...

KATHRYN SANGASTIANO

"Sangian"... ambition... Beautician... memories... soph. queen; 3 yrs. white hoops; comm. head with L.Z.; Girl's State; Jr. Cotillon; the accident; J.C.; talks with "T.R."... yrs. '74; whistling; city times; Lorna and Lima; things with Joe; car; J.L.; ducks with A.D. and L.L.; a heart and pink roses; "we'll all be killed!!" Stokes; shifts; camping; swimming in Pa.; lost with murph; summer '73, J.P., D.A., B.T., G.T., B.B., N.S.;... evicted from 219 secret ambition... to have the feeling of summer last all winter long... HONOR SOCIETY.

DONNA SALVATORIELLO

ambition... Secretary... memories... Friday night at J.F. with C.P. and D.M.; 5th lunch with C.P. and J.F.; football games with D.M.; party for S.D.; twirling practices with V.M.; friends I made... secret ambition... to travel around the world.
DIANE SANSONE

"Di" ambition: To own an acre of land; memories: Hotel, gg, cave, car; car; living at K.S.'s; Hotel, gg, cave, car; living at K.S.'s; Hotel, gg, cave, car; living at K.S.'s; Hotel, gg, cave, car; living at K.S.'s.

JERRY SANTA LUCIA

"JCW" memories: times on D's corner; with J.P., J.E., R.C., M.H.; T.B., B.W., E.S., M.P.; secret ambition: to go cross country on a motorcycle.

WENDY J. SARAFINE

ambition: Nurse; memories: LDM; The Great Robberies with S.H.; Easter '72; the game; entertainment; Sept. 29, 1972; Kink's concert; voyager with D.L., S.H., W.G. and P.S.; New Year's '72; bus; parasail; Allman Bros.; camping; one year; LDM; secret ambition: to live on an Indian reservation.

HONOR SOCIETY.

EVA SARDINSKY


HONOR SOCIETY.

ANNE SAVASTANO

ambition: Nurse; memories: soph.; lunch; junior Art; Spanish trip; froshmen day; R.G., C.H., A.S.; work with V.; Chem. I. Christmas play Jr. yr.; 1st and 2nd; Bucks County; J.L., C.L., M.S.; Don Quijote; secret ambition: to have my paintings in a museum.

MICHAEL SCHECK

"Mike" ambition: To jump 23 cars; memories: my Yamaha, Seaside Heights, Florida, Canada, L.G.; cutting class junior year; going to summer school p. yr; secret ambition: to die for 5 minutes and see what it's like.

TOM SCHNEIDER

"Schmidt" ambition: To own my own business; memories: football, baseball, art; secret ambition: to have it's a secret.
JUDITH SCHONBERGER

"Judy" ambition To be happy with what I do memories Senior Play; summer and shore '73; bus rides with A.B.; England; A.C.S.; BTY; tennis; Chem. II lab; Spain; Ill class; fun with C.P., J.T., K.C., M.T.; the lesson bothering J.W. in study

SUSAN ROSE SCHUTZ

ambition To live on the ocean floor memories M.L.Z.; down the shore; look about you, fresh Art; Wolfman; Spain '71; Hoo- son Gang; N.K., P.G., I.W., SADAM; Geometry; Genie; We've been flying 900 hundreds; Yearbook; G.S. and G.C.; Oh my; West; SKUNK; Mark and Meyer; CAS; Studh; T.I.; Mr. P.; chinese food; Chem. I; them nail benders secret ambition to find a Hobbit and learn the El- en-songe "Hila elua huvumo meminto"

LEONA SCHWENZER

"Lee" ambition To work in the medical field memories choir with P.C., J.T., C.S., J.P., H.L., L.A. and A.R.; March 12, 1972; 72 Sen- ni Prom; summer days spent with C.S. and J.P. secret ambition to marry P.C. and to be happy

GUY SCOTT

"Guy" ambition To achieve high goals memories fort; going down; D-days with H.S.; nodoub; 714; Hotel gang; bong; Po- conos with J.C.; L.I. with B.H.; THC weekend with B.H.D.; Gordon concerts esp Tull with D.H.; my cellar; on the Delaware and Wed's with K.S. secret ambition to ramble on

DEBORAH SCHULAR

"Deb" ambition Secretarial career memories twirling; Girl's Show; "A certain band concert"; G's party with J.G., P.C. and G.T.; "Fuckin' it up" with G.T., T.K., S.C., D.B.; "the spins are out" with K.K., B.B., J.G.; "The harems"; stuffed chicken, I.B.; How about it, huh! advice from D.N.; 4 years of rip offs secret ambition to get the most I can out of living

KAREN MARIE SEABRIDGE

"Kareen" ambition To go to a technical school memories J.D., Prom '72 with J.D., T.B., B.H., I.N.Y. with J.D.; Girl's Show; comm. head with D.D., K.S., Martha and K.S.; "Shakin" with D.D. at D.D.; good times and long talks with C.M.; cheering; "Mafflin" with L.P., not making the G.H. B. Mac's with A.D. and J.D.; summer '71, '72 and '73 with J.D.; poi- son ivy with L.P., I.G., J.G.; read to Akron; working with J.B.; canooing with "J.L." C.M., J.D.; "twins"; jiterbug with L.D.; "Brother; The "Bag" Bros.; 4 00 celebration secret ambition to have 20/20 vision

MARCY D. SEABRIDGE

ambition Art memories soph. Hist. camping with K.M. and E.M.; 11/20/71, Jr. Catillion; Mr. $ the covered bridge; Lake Walkill; A.Y. losing North Cove and finding Fish Hook with S.M., J.C., dreaming; park peo- ple; campin Hr; Washington Park; front lawn; Tull concert; stealing 15 ears of corn at 4 a.m.; Oh Dad, Poor Dad; Yearbook; M.B.; canooing; giving K.T. all my balony sandwiches; Mert's moods secret ambition to hitch hike to the moon with all my special people
KAREN SEGER
"Kare" ambition: College, English major; soph. court; co-capt. V.; "jimmy Cricket," Platt M.D.; Hotel parties; farm; "C.R."
J.C.; July 4; Cotillion; L's room; "Harvest.;" Gramps; riding bikes; "Diary.;" 3 P's concert; Bion John Dugout; Wed. Go; "having a line time;" being friends with D.H., S.K. J.T.; secret ambition: to fulfill life.
HONOR SOCIETY.

PEGGY SHADEL
"Peg" ambition: Psychologist; memories: twirling, captain with D.L. and Miss "D.;" 3 yrs. of Hist. with D.Z. and S.G.; friends with E.S.; Latin with D.G.; fun with M.D. and M.F.; the Italy experience '73 with B.J.R., M.C., D.R. and Barry; secret ambition: to be a mind reader.
HONOR SOCIETY.

ANNEMARIE SHAPIOLA
"Amb纽" ambition: Home economics; memories: freshmen study with D.S., S.S. J.N., L.L.; soph. lunch; "silver LJ.s;" Spanish club; feath-
ers; "W.O.F.T.H.;" Span. III with Mrs. R.; cham-
ber music; good times with A.S., C.H. B.G., I.L., I.R., L.L., C.L.R.; cake, de pasta; Cotillion Room, P.1.HS; freshman day in the rain; secret ambition: to learn how to sky dive.
HONOR SOCIETY.

RAYMOND SHATWELL
"Birdman" ambition: Ornithologist; memories: '73 Prom with J.I.; morning at the vine with J.M., B.S., M.T., Cotillion '72 with K.K.; running 2nd to B.C. in CC; a restless summer '73; meeting I.D.P.'s boyfriend; "old men;" B.B.'s lake; my buddy jor: wanting to see ppor-
ple elephants with J.G.; secret ambition: to own a car more than two weeks and learn to spell more than my own name.

LINDA ANN SHARROTTIE
"Lin" ambition: Dietician; memories: 8-29-73; T.J.S.; the barn; good times with M.B., T.L., A.C., M.B., I.M. Girls Show 3 yrs.; 4th of July; Carvel; Desert M.; Bion John; summer of '73; Germany '72; senior lounge; New Year's Eve '73; ice cream copper; period 2 English junior year; secret ambition: to return to Germany and live there forever.

MARY M. SHAW
"Mary" ambition: Nursing; memories: good friends with J.M. and S.B.; trips to WV with the "gang;" C.G. '73; good times with S.B., I.J., F.S. and K.F.; "Harbor;" The Horn; being a marine with S.F. and J.M. Drivers Ed. with L.J., S.F., C.W.; "Pic on the 20;" Calif. '73; com. head '74; Alg. II with Mr. B.; Dine '73; Host Shops; secret ambition: that the people I love are with me always if not in body, in spirit.
HONOR SOCIETY.

WILLIAM SHAW

MARIE E. SHEA
"Marn" ambition: Special education teacher; memories: summer of '72; M.D., R.J., S.R., M.A., B.C., R.B., M.B., C.W., J.W., C.H., L.R., F.S., M.M., C.W., summer of '73; P.W.; Sophie's; "Let it rain;" "Chequeat;" "Phoenix;" B.M. creek 4 a.m.; Colorado; movies; G.B., S.J., S.B.; M.B., K.B., C.L.; "Ramblin' Man;" F.W., ferry; "Croato;" M.H.H., A. Bell; J.G. and Pep-
pi's kidnapping; Fri. nights — V.B., L.J., Jr. Eng-
RICHARD SILVESTRI
memories: J. class; long walks with N.; cut in' class; H.'s class freshmen year; down the cal; secret ambition, play football for the New York Giants.

DONNA SISCO
"Sisco" ambition: Nursery school or kindergarten teacher; a special Christian friend; J.L. Campus Life; "Cuzz" June 17, 1972; Santa 72 and Bunny 73; Cotillion 72 with T.H.; Christmas Eve 72 with T.H.; M.D., M.G.; Paul IV gang; M.L.B.; August 29, 72 with R.G.; Dr. Ed. with "Maison," J.B., I.P., S.G.; BAI with M.D.; good times and bad times with D.F.; Sep., 8, 73; green relay; dooneybird; Marjorie and Sandahl; making honor society; beach boys concert 73; "Noah" secret ambition to live as a Christian for the rest of my life.

PAMELA SMID
"Pam" ambition: To work with children.

LINDA CAROL SNIDER
"Sneid" ambition: Special education.

HONOR SOCIETY.

DEBORAH SMITH
"Debby" ambition: Nurse.
memories: G.F.; soph. court; the clubhouse with L.Z.; while cheering 71, 73; white relays 73-74; varsity gymnastics 73-74 with D.G.; secret ambition, to be a gymnast in the Olympics.

ALAN SOUS
"Brutus" ambition: To own a business.
memories: P.E. in Mr. R. Class; band with Mr. J.E.K.; study halls; Mrs. W.'s class freshmen year; raccoon basketball on every Friday night; secret ambition, writing music, playing in a big band.

JAMES SOUS
"Doc" memory: B.B. and C.B. with J.K.; jr. yr. 34-5 studies with L.A.; secret ambition, to ride a motorcycle across the U.S.

THOMAS SPADAFORA
"Spade" ambition: Commercial artist.
memories: homeroom 109; breakfast club at Caprice; Seaside with E.C., F.M., J.P.; 93 Chexy; good times at Phillips 66; the woodchucks pancakes at F.M. house; night driving with friends; secret ambition, to win the millionaire lottery twice.
JAMES A. SPENCER

"Spence" ambition Professional golf
memories: Fresh study with B.S., D.S.,
C.S., J.T. and J.M.; HR 109; soph. court with
J.M., M.C.'s party; Chem. I with J.K., Jr. yr.; P.C.
champ; Seaside '73 with D.F.; G.H. and the
boys; 4 yrs. varsity golf with J.B.; football days;
the star with K.W. and Nat. champ '73; and just
good times with all the friends I met in PV
secret ambition to travel around the world
and win the U.S. Open
HONOR SOCIETY.

BRIAN J. STAUDINGER

"Lip" ambition To get a construction
memories: J.; down the shore with J.C.; PAL;
Port Authority with the boys; Vermont; Heinke-
ning; concerts with C.V., Penn.

JOSEPH SUDOL

"Joe" ambition Junior Eng.; '72-'73
hockey season; sophomore History and Biology
I; lunch all four years; Chem. I, L, Z. and B.C.
secret ambition Own my own business

ELAINE SULLI

ambition Business memories: Getting my license and car; being in COE pro-
gram; going to Florida '70, '72, '73; being friends
with M.M.; going to V. Park with L.E.; times on
Robinson Dr. secret ambition Travelling.

JOYCE KAREN STROEDECKE

"Juicy" ambition To become Universal
content and a teacher memories M&S
with A.P.; every play from '71-'74; folding 35,
000 letters; "Crazy Fern"; Senior Play; "Hot-
line"; AVT and VTR; "Uncle Bill"; D.W.D., N.K.
the big battle for chairs; constant conflicts with
D.B.; going to Gino's after the Christmas play in
costumes; the T.A.F.; R.T.; Don't go away" and
"stay where you are" secret ambition to be a starlet or better yet rich, happy and
famous
HONOR SOCIETY.

NANCY STAINTON

"Nance" ambition Secretary mem-
ories: good friends M.T., F.Y., C.S.; June 9th;
summer '73 Totowa: S.A., J.A., F.B., V.S.;
"Moon"; shore, July 28, 29, 30: Sept. 22
scream; walking to school with C.S. secret
ambition to be in a broadway play
HONOR SOCIETY.

JOSEPH SUDOL

ambition Junior Eng.; '72-'73
hockey season; sophomore History and Biology
I; lunch all four years; Chem. I, L, Z. and B.C.
secret ambition Own my own business

CAROL SULICK

ambition Secretary memories
summer '71; Seaside with B.D.; the pool, home-
room and skiing with J.T. and M.T.; VI. '72, '73;
Cotillion '72; good times with good friends;
hoops with D.G.; Perkin 10/6/72; best times
with C.P.; long talks with R.P.; freshmen study;
DQ with C.P. secret ambition to be satis-
fied
HONOR SOCIETY.

ADA SULLIVAN

ambition Professional panhandler
memories: girl's room; Brookdale park; the
party; J.O., D.B., D.D., R.G., F.D. and the gang
secret ambition none of your d--n busi-
ness
DILIA SURIEL

ambition: To live a fulfilled life
memories: Macbeth and Mrs. M.; friendly people; 15th birthday party; long rides with M.C.; C.P. boyfriends; swimming at D.H. pool; playing guitar at L.W.'s; Trenton and Holiday Inn; driving with D.M.; Lover's Lane with the whole gang; S.C. screaming through the sun roof; 4th of July; racing in Route 20; never ending my diet; two wonderful sisters; secret ambition to become an astronaut

PATRICIA ANN SVETALAVICH

"Part" ambition: To go into the field of family sociology
memories: talks with M.P.; falling down the stairs; "whip cream and cherries"; fresh yr. with R.T.; L.A.'s cellar; "May I have a glass, please?"; the night the fan belt broke; my 17th birthday; reflective thinking; and especially all my friends; secret ambition to become a marriage counselor

CHRISTINE SWISHER

"Chri" ambition: To own my own flower shop
memories: walking to school with N.S.; freshmen study with A.M. and N.X.; friends with N.S., M.T. and P.V.; the night of June 9th and sept. 22nd; secret ambition to live in a log cabin in the country

WILLIAM GRAEME SWANN


CHARLES JOHN SWORIN

"Charlie" ambition: To live life to its fullest
memories: the summers of 72 and 73 with N.B.; 66 Ford; talking with my parents; going steady and dating N.B. secret ambition: happiness

ALEXANDER E. SYPNIEWSKI JR.

"Ski" ambition: Pro photographer and skier
memories: 71 with J.D. and D.S.; skiing with J.M.; 71, 73, 74 Vermont; 71 camping with J.U.; Beach Boys concert with M.C.; 72,73 Christmas party; The New Year; 73,74 Valley Green; talks with dooney; 74 memories;

"to the good times" secret ambition: to travel the world and take pictures, to live in Vermont

NANCY SZURKO

ambition: Life guard
memories: summer of 73; C.J., J.E.; White Castle with K.H.; running away; home away from home; Florida; W. with K.H.; Brookdale; good times with M.C., S.W., S.K.; Mr. D.3.; Tower, Clubhouse, Fritz.
RENEE TANGUAY


JOANNE MARIE TARANTINO

"Joanne" ambition To become one of the best flutists in the world memories PV band; choir; D.M. and E.A.'s fights; Biology with T.K., J.B.; Italian with L.C.; making the North Jersey Philharmonic with P.B., P.E., J.M., and E.A.; homeroom with R.K., M.K., J.M., L.C. and A.K.; Miss A.'s fish tank; Florida and Atlantic City with the PV band secret ambition to become a member of the World Symphony Orchestra HONOR SOCIETY.

JOANNE TAURO

ambition Teacher memories all the great times at the park; great times with K.L.; 7/8/73, 7/14/73; Maryland; 27th St.; the night K.J. and I walked 64 blocks and got lost; Wash. Park boys; T.S., C.W., B.O.; Party 6/25/72, 6/9/72, 6/26/72, 6/1/73; B.O.; great times with D.N., L.C., K.L., K.S., A.D., D.B., M.M., P.M.; oceanfront; Vermont '72-'73 with J.M.; butterfly '73; Jr. Cotillion with D.N.; B.O.; the night K.S. and M.B. escaped from the town pool; shore at R.R. house; homeroom and skating with C.S.; 5th study with C.S. and J.S. secret ambition to live the endless summer HONOR SOCIETY.

BARRY TAYLOR

"The Bear" ambition To play hockey memories in Math class with J.E.; drunk with J.V. J.W.; New Years with J.F.; in the hall with K.P.; playing hockey; didn't know what to do with V.M. and J.L.; going to the shore with D.B., A.S., C.M.; going to the Ranger games; getting good marks; but should have been better in Principles of Business secret ambition whatever happens happens.

DAVID TAYLOR

secret ambition Teacher memories all the great times at the park; great times with K.L.; 7/8/73, 7/14/73; Maryland; 27th St.; the night K.J. and I walked 64 blocks and got lost; Wash. Park boys; T.S., C.W., B.O.; Party 6/25/72, 6/9/72, 6/26/72, 6/1/73; B.O.; great times with D.N., L.C., K.L., K.S., A.D., D.B., M.M., P.M.; oceanfront; Vermont '72-'73 with J.M.; butterfly '73; Jr. Cotillion with D.N.; B.O.; the night K.S. and M.B. escaped from the town pool; shore at R.R. house; homeroom and skating with C.S.; 5th study with C.S. and J.S. secret ambition to live the endless summer HONOR SOCIETY.

WALLACE TAYLOR

secret ambition Teacher memories all the great times at the park; great times with K.L.; 7/8/73, 7/14/73; Maryland; 27th St.; the night K.J. and I walked 64 blocks and got lost; Wash. Park boys; T.S., C.W., B.O.; Party 6/25/72, 6/9/72, 6/26/72, 6/1/73; B.O.; great times with D.N., L.C., K.L., K.S., A.D., D.B., M.M., P.M.; oceanfront; Vermont '72-'73 with J.M.; butterfly '73; Jr. Cotillion with D.N.; B.O.; the night K.S. and M.B. escaped from the town pool; shore at R.R. house; homeroom and skating with C.S.; 5th study with C.S. and J.S. secret ambition to live the endless summer HONOR SOCIETY.
KEITH TEGZE

“Tegz” ambition To graduate memories 3rd lunch; selling tickets to the swimming pool; breakfast at Howard Johnsons; bus strike; Friday nites at the dummys secret ambition to live forever

JAIME CHRISTINE TEMPERILLI


NANCY TENHOEVE

“Nancy” ambition To work with the underprivileged memories 5th per. guidance aide for R.J.T.; marching 72; exercise 73; Bermuda 73; fiddle; homeroom with J.T.; bus #36; F.R., K.R., S.D., D.K., M.D., D.G., W.G.; Spanish with C.H.; twirling 73-74 with D.C.; fun with S.D. at 5-1; winter retreat 73; H.S. II with K.R.; honor society; Gym with F.R.; nurse aide 71; class with J.P., J.S., E.S.; West Point 73; early morning practices secret ambition to let the world share what I have found in Christ HONOR SOCIETY

STEVEN TEPPER

“Tep” ambition To be a veterinarian memories broken bones fr. soph. yr.; Cheech’s party 72; N.H. with J.R., J.V.; Evil Kneivel with N.J.; wrestling camp 72; apt. pool; poison ivy; accid. J.V.; summer ‘73; good times with Rutherford. Where’s the girl? secret ambition to prosper in whatever I do

PAUL M. THOMAS

ambition Auto mechanic memories M.D.; Sept. 28: Wildwood, N.J. 72; junior Auto Shop secret ambition to walk to Canada

DOUGLAS R. TITUS

“Doug” ambition To be a union electrician memories The Pub; Dugout; All in the Family; Seaside 73; good times with M.D.; 5 weeks at D.D.; good times with Park boys; Wildwood; sleeping out with F.J., W.W., M.T., B.C., E.G., G.R.; Jr. party secret ambition never have to work a day for the rest of my life
PAULA T. TOLLIS

"Smiley" ambition To become a bilingual secretary memories meeting F. JL's party; good times with A.M.M., J.C., M.A., S.D.G., J.L.R. and N.; my party; junior year; times with R.J. and the gang; at the pool with A.M.M., J.C., M.A. and S.D.G.; secret ambition language teacher and to travel to Europe with friends.

ELLIOY WILLIAM TRAIMAN

"El" ambition To settle down in an interesting career and family memories band; football games; J.T.Y.; L.R., S.T.; conclaves; Camp I-B Harlan; C.I.T.; Avodah; Israret; Youth Group; Warwick; Saturday morning early rehearsal; Historic club accident, secret ambition to make a lot of money and otherwise be successful

NANCY TROTTO

"Nance" ambition Cosmetician memories doing crazy things; fresh yr. with D.R.; working in Deb-Pam bakery for 3 yrs.; C.H.; Dec. 30, 72; meeting C.; Seaside 73; cutting with D.R. and V.M.; The Lantern, good times together with R.W., J.P., D.S., B.W.; Brookdale Park; the wedding of 73; my car; bus strike; secret ambition to live a perfect endless summer.

MARIANNE R. TOMASI

"Mar" ambition Secretary memories good friends N.S., P.V. and C.S.; June 9th; summer '72; Totowa J.A., S.A., P.B., V.S.; "Moonee"; shore; July 28, 29, 30; Sept. 22; screams; Cincinnati Reds secret ambition to meet J.B.

MARYANN PAMELA TROMBINO

"Mane" ambition Major in theater arts memories freshmen lunch; changes; summer '72, being special friends with P.S., J.R., D.M., K.H., J.W.: laughs with D.T., D.W., C.T.; per. 5 Eng. junior yr. with Miss N.; sleep outs; West Point; letters to D.M.; secret ambition to spend one day with N.D.

MARY ANN PAMELA TROMBINO

"Mare" ambition Major in theater arts memories lunch; changes; summer '72, being special friends with P.S., S.R., D.M., K.H., J.W.; laughs with O.I., D.W., C.T.; per. 5 Eng. junior yr. with Miss N.; sleep outs; West Point; letters to D.M.; secret ambition to spend one day with N.D.

JACIE SOCIETY

MARIANNE R. TOMASI

"Mar" ambition Secretary memories good friends N.S., P.V. and C.S.; June 9th; summer '72; Totowa J.A., S.A., P.B., V.S.; "Moonee"; shore; July 28, 29, 30; Sept. 22; screams; Cincinnati Reds secret ambition to meet J.B.

HONOR SOCIETY

KATHY TUFARO

"Tifuni" ambition Floral memories freshman study; Girl's Show; 126th; Miss R.; Butler; J.-R.; V.S.B.; basketball; fun with L.L. and friends; D.A.; and everyone in the alley; the cars; Valley V.; Michigan R. 144; boy's locker room; stairs; cards; moving; Miss L.; P.P. with S.D. - L.L.; good times with S.D.; working; Knitting; fish; N.Y.M. games; Oct. 3; P.C.G.C. secret ambition to bowl a 300

NANCY TURASIK

"Twiggy" ambition Stewardess memories breakfast at the Alleys; front lawn; G.R.G.; unauthorized days and 1/2 days; Wildwood; troubled days with J.F. freshmen year; waiting for J.A.; parties; R.A. with the crew; 100 at O.D.'s house; good and bad times secret ambition travel the world on a magic carpet

HONOR SOCIETY
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JOHN URCHAK

"Big Red" ambition College memories J.R.; Seaside '73 with the raccoon; M.C.'s wild car rides; the fort; 8 ball; fallen off M.C.'s roof; the bomb; the mud; M.D. 20-20; M.D. knocked out; Per Mobile; New parts secret ambition to live forever

THOMAS L. VAUTIER

"Tom" ambition Teach elementary school memories camp freshmen summer with M.C.; wreck ball at the station; Hacks; Hot Shoppe and parties; smiles with J.P.; "Got 4"; Bus. with Mr. D.; Gym with Mr. B. secret ambition... make a clean pull

BELLE VERBICS

ambition To be myself and free memories front lawn gatherings; have a quick one; last yrs. seniors; certain English teachers; fast and beautiful summers; friends always there; Wine; that special someone secret ambition to live in a cottage on the beach and have it open to whomever may chance upon it
JOHN VIGILANTE

“Vig” ambition Plumber memories
good times with J.B., B.B., S.T., T.G.; 4 yrs. football and wrestling; summer of ’72 going to Jr. Cotillion with L.G.; the fort; Willies’s party; apt. pool-poxion Ivy; Rutherford, where’s the girl’s; cutting school; breakfast secret ambition to be MARIA’s new GODFATHER

CHRISTINE VINTON

“Chris” ambition Foreign language teacher memories long fresh year-six week; good times in junior History with P.A., A.N., C.P., G.W.; junior English with Mrs. L. and N.K., J.F., C.P., R.B.; enormous French classes-10 kids! Girl’s Show tryouts soph. and jr. yrs.; fun in Chem. class; senior yr. with C.P., J.F., M.T., A.S., N.K. and P.V. secret ambition to live on the moon

SYLVIA CHRISTINE WADOLKOWSKI

ambition College memories summer of ’72; Vermont ’73 with P.F., T.M. and A.R.; good times with W.S., I.G., M.D., B.V., D.G. and P.F.; M.K.’s Chem. class; Girl’s Show; Florida trip ’73; partying with L.R. and B.E.; the Park; Labor Day weekend ’73; Bamberger’s; the canyon; “The Haul”; then the “Fiery Meat”; knowing the truth secret ambition to become a singer in a rock n roll band

HONOR SOCIETY

PAULA VITALE


Sylvia Christine Wadolkowski

ambition College memories summer of ’72; Vermont ’73 with P.F., T.M. and A.R.; good times with W.S., I.G., M.D., B.V., D.G. and P.F.; M.K.’s Chem. class; Girl’s Show; Florida trip ’73; partying with L.R. and B.E.; the Park; Labor Day weekend ’73; Bamberger’s; the canyon; “The Haul”; then the “Fiery Meat”; knowing the truth secret ambition to become a singer in a rock n roll band

HONOR SOCIETY

NANCY WEIR

“Weirdo” ambition Airline stewardess memories girl’s room gang: my love B.C.; summer of ’73; summer; skiing ’71; Wildwood ’73; cutting with B.H., L.C., S.M., M.C., D.B., B.C., B.S.; Cedar Grove kids, private talks with B.H., B.C., S.M., L.C., M.C.; my happy times with my friends and boy friends secret ambition to be a pilot and fly planes

VINCENT JOSEPH WHITMORE

“Vince” ambition Commercial artist memories partying with J.H., D.G.; summer of ’73; clubbing with M.G.; parties at N.J.’s and H.F.; Hawthorne ’72-’73; the quarry; Alice Cooper concert with Q’s secret ambition to be one with nature and to find Atlanta
WAYNE WILLIAMS
"Willie" ambition Political science memories four years of football and track; Russ Houk's wrestling camp; Colombo Boys; dancing in fire; Nicki's; Rag and Bag brothers; Junior Cotillion; BVD vs. Studs; Atlahloe; almost Maine-Stokes instead; cemetery football; the parties; 2 big bucks; Boy's State; beating the "D" in guzzling; the bear; secret ambition to live it up until I'm old and decrepit and never have to worry HONOR SOCIETY.

DEBRA WILTSHIRE
"Debbie" ambition Store management memories Ft. Las. Shell; The Bethwood with D.C. and P.D.; being friends with D.L., D.C., I.D., P.D., C.S.; Bank and PV parking lot; driving; parties; the "Gae"; the gang secret ambition to learn how to wink...

WAYNE WOLVERTON
"Chuck" ambition Computer analyst memories beautiful times with B.M.; Seaside 73; Stones concert in L.A.; K.N.; Senior Play; Alman Bros. at the Garden; Wildwood 72 with M.C., S.R.; Sears R.S.C. with S.D., D.S., A.G., D.M., M.E.S., J.Z., M.S., K.O.; Beach Boys at Roos. St.; M.C.'s party; nights in the gac; soph. geom secret ambition to be Mafia chief in New York City

MARGARET YANKOWSKI
"Maggit" ambition Type 120 words a minute memories Nov. 9, 73; shore with C.C. and my teddy bear; putting up a Christmas Tree; Todd. Dr. Art; "Colour My World"; parties at I. M.D.'s; flowers from my best friend; "But do ya?"; a trip to Alaka I'll never take; Muffin and a yellow bird; green snowflakes; pennies; straws; a lobster; silverware, etc. secret ambition to wash K.M.C.'s undershirts

KAREN WRIGHT
ambition College memories times with E.S.; shore 72; Superstar; long study at K.Y.H.'s house; license; Super Saver; "nodding out"; soph. History; Bus. I; Prom 73; W.S. J.B., F.E., D.L., A.R., J.T. secret ambition to travel

MARGARET YANKOWSKI
"Maggit" ambition Type 120 words a minute memories Nov. 9, 73; shore with C.C. and my teddy bear; putting up a Christmas Tree; Todd. Dr. Art; "Colour My World"; parties at I. M.D.'s; flowers from my best friend; "But do ya?"; a trip to Alaka I'll never take; Muffin and a yellow bird; green snowflakes; pennies; straws; a lobster; silverware, etc. secret ambition to wash K.M.C.'s undershirts

KAREN WRIGHT
ambition College memories times with E.S.; shore 72; Superstar; long study at K.Y.H.'s house; license; Super Saver; "nodding out"; soph. History; Bus. I; Prom 73; W.S. J.B., F.E., D.L., A.R., J.T. secret ambition to travel

LORRAINE YOST
"Lori" ambition Financial stability memories yrs. with R.D.; Baba, Baba, Baba; good times with R.D.; P.H., M.D., R.B., M.P., D.L., N.D., R.S., D.C., R.Y., K.W., P.Z.; the ladies in the cal; "Asparagus"; "Pedittle"; hiding under the bed; Herboth's party; M.D. house during 100 min. lunch; old church; W.E.H.S.; watching trains; "surprises"; "Rodays"; running on V.W. roof; trying to drive dune buggy secret ambition to enjoy life to its fullest with R.D.

DAVID YOUNG
ambition To be happy memories going to the shore with L., M., and M.

LAURA ZANFINO
"Dooner" ambition Biological sciences memories.. my rainbow; skiing; Vermont trips; Gore Mt.; Frozen U.; Pole 17; Girl's Show; Culver Lake; the bump; Cheerleader's dance '72; sleeping out; "Miller"; bicycle rides; yearbook staff; one; J5; a quarter to; summer of '73; trickin'; talks; camping; 226; Ranger Rick; Stokey; Sat. nite and shifts with joe; lorna and lima; the boys; pump; we'll all be killed; campfires; eviction from 217 secret ambition folk singer HONOR SOCIETY.
LINDA JEAN ZAPADENKO

"Zap" ambition Marry D.C., Jr. fashion designer, to run with patience the race that is set before me. Heb. 2:1; memories Easter vacation '72 and '73; summer '72 and '73; Friday night Youth Group; The Lord is the strength of my life, of whom shall I be afraid. Ps 21:1 secret ambition not to have any creature separate me from the love of God.

JOSEPH ZAREK

"Zeke" ambition Architect memories frosh baseball; Alg I; soccer 4 yrs.; Goal vs. Hackensack; water fights in Chem; golf team; tie for 3rd in P.C.C.T.; drawing classes with Mr. S.; Gym class frosh yr. secret ambition golf on the Ryder Cup team with Bob Charles.

DIANE ZELIZNAK

ambition College, professional career memories good times with D.M., pals on the hill; L.M., B.B., S.V.S; 3rd study junior year with P.S. and S.C.; Junior Cotillion with T.O. and S.R., D.C.; Girl's Show; R.P. and R.C.; ice hockey; just look, don't touch secret ambition to meet Phil Rissell, rookie of the Black Hawks.

MARY LOU ZIZAK

"Daioo" ambition To be independently healthy, wealthy and wise memories Dusty; cruisin' '73; Venus and Nappy; my friends; Friz Queen; Fat Mary from Pittsburgh, the door, the seat; seaside; Mystic Isle; Wildwood on my birthday; Florida; Nassau; Aruba; San Juan; St. Thomas; everyone who tended a helping hand; all of those who cared; good times, bad times, happy and sad times happy memories of my dog, Pierre secret ambition to travel around the world learning of people and their customs.

PATRICIA ZORN

"Pat" ambition Dental hygienist memories good times with D.M., C.Z., B.Z. and S.S.; taking off with the gang; Chem. and Crafts jr. yr.; friends at Channel; having fun with R.P.; "Daioo" Friday nights at Mario's with R.P. and cousins.

JOHN ZUNIN

"John" ambition To do something in life memories Wood Shop with J.T.; raccoon basketball; Bo. I.J.P. A.S.; study jr. yr.; Hist. I with T.G., B.B., D.A.; Saturday night dances secret ambition to play basketball for the N.Y. Knicks.
LAURIE ZUARO

ambition: Photographer

LYNNE ZWERVER

memories: camping with K.K.; B.B., B.C. and Kokypoo; Tobyhanna; singing at Gore Mt. with L.Z.; ticket taking; historian; Alg. II; Vermont '72 and '73; pole 17; "Fly Me"; poster girls and A.D.; Girl's Show; singing with D.G. and D.D.; P.M.'s show; Health '72; R.N.

AMY LYNNE BECKER

ambition: To help people in any way I can
memories: J.F.T.V.; Chaplain; T.C. '72; long walks — long talks; B.T.T.V.; Kal-lah '71; S/D; "Sparkle"; ar club — S.A., M.T. and me; M.H. the Rabi; Life with Swan; Soph. Chem.; to my friends a thank you song.

HONOR SOCIETY.

LORENZO FILATO

ambition: electronics technician
memories: Soccer and track.
JEANNE PLOCH BRIDGES

ambition: To keep my family happy
memories: all the good times I had with D.B. and P.H. and M.D.; soph. study with D.B. and also M.M. and C.M.; days to remember 5-12-72 and 11-26-72
secret ambition: to have a home of my own in Pa

RICARDO MELLI

"Rick" ambition: Programmer
memories: the drive-in; G.C.'s Jeep; Canada with G.C., M.S., J.A.; night with T.O., M.D., G.C.; 7 hour ride with shere; the joke; the pool; footsteps at the Y.M.H.A. secret ambition: to have a cabin by the creek

MARK TODISCO

"T" ambition: Law
memories: 4 yrs. football; baseball; Bag Bros.; the chase with R.D.; Troll, J.C., E.G.; summer 73; W.'s party; the tunnel; Stokes; skiing with C.S.; Sunday football; Nicky's; B.V.D.'s vs. Studs; Columbo Boys secret ambition: to grove in jello
HONOR SOCIETY
The following students are candidates for early graduation, either in June or August:

Mario Abate
Deborah Adams
Edward Book
Donna Calvitto
Paul Chirico
Frank DiMicco
Mary Feenan
Valerie Hillpot
Diane Kattas
Bernice Lee May
Donna Kohlolf
Rosemary Schroeder
Peter Schwartz
Catherine Wytk
Seniors Not Pictured:

COLAVITO, J.
COUGHLIN, D.
D'ALESSIO, D.
GENTILE, E.
LANDA, D.
PANDORF, D.
SMITH, D.
VAN DUYNE, A.
IN MEMORY OF BONNIE AMENT AND JOANNE MANZI

Life — so they say
Is but a game and they let it slip away
Love — like the autumn sun
Should be dying but its only just begun
Like the twilight in the road up ahead
They don’t see just where we’re goin’
And all the secrets in the universe
Whisper in our ears and all the years will come and go
And take us up always up

— Jim Seals —
President: Ronald DiCola
Vice-President: James Spencer
Secretary: Ellen Farkash
Treasurer: Diane Zeliznak
Advise: Mrs. Louise Miller

Mrs. Louise Miller
President: Maryanne Hydock
Vice-President: Kathy Sangasiano
Secretary: Donna DiGiovanni
Treasurer: Joann Masterpasqua
Green Chief: Bonnie Chalmers
White Chief: Pat Murphy
Point Recorder: Diane Sansone
Debbie Schoular
Kathy Krill
Cathy Hannan

MANAGERS
Modern Dance: Marlene DeStefano
Lisa Carrado
Speedball: Sue Kaufman
Dorothy Hale
Rhythmic Gymnastics: Sandy DeFuria
Christa Paese
Exercise: Terry Guzowski
Robyn DeFeo
Softball: Betty Delong
Sue Brugger
Track: Jackie Massaro
Lori DePalma
Badminton: Joanne Tauro
Carol Sulick
Volleyball: Laura Zanfino
Lynne Zwerver
Gymnastics: Sue Roehrich
Melody Biagi
Basketball: Sue Shaw
Bernadette Rupple
Masque & Sandal

The purpose of Masque and Sandal is to provide the-atre experience for the stu-dents of Passaic Valley High School. The club meets offi-cially on the second and fourth Wednesday of the month and works in the au-ditorium every day.

President: Karen Mangan
Vice-President: Liz Fletcher
Business Manager: Joanne Sorrentino
Secretary: Rhonda Ritacco
Historian: Lisa Laskowich
Advisor: Mr. Anthony DePasquale

Stage and Lighting Crew

V.T.R. Club

The VTR Club exists as a video taping service to the faculty, staff and students. It supplies qualified personnel to tape live school events, television broadcasts and to train incoming students in the use of video equipment.
ART SERVICE CORPS

The purpose of the Art Service Corp is to provide the school with a source for signs, posters, bulletin boards, decorations as well as the designing and production of materials for in school events such as Girl's Show, Art Show and the Teen Arts Festival.

YOU NAME IT, WE PRINT IT!

President: Steven Pullara
Vice-President: Mark Teza
Secretary-Treasurer: Tracy Lynch
Advisor: Mr. Gary Price

CAMPING AND HIKING CLUB

TICKET TAKERS
Computer Club

The Computer Club meets once a week to work on computer programming. Club members also go on field trips to other schools and businesses using computers.

President: David Tosi
Vice-President: Harry Cooke
Secretary: Richard Schultz
Treasurer: Randy Dwiggins
Program Chairmen: Robert Hartley, Pat Hester
Advisor: Mr. G. Sisco

Chess Club

There are no special requirements for the chess club. You don't even have to know how to play chess well. The whole point of the club is to help members develop chess skills, thinking and sportsmanship. We also like to have a bit of fun, with different versions of chess such as giveaway and half board. We hope to compete against other schools in the years to come. New members are always welcome to come to the meetings and have a good time.

President: Pat Hester
Vice-President: Randy Dwiggins
Treasurer: Mike Boyle
Advisor: Dolores Tureckie
HEALTH CAREERS

Club

The purpose of the Health Careers Club is to familiarize the members with topics concerning a career in Health related fields. The major activities are trips to hospitals and nursing homes, speakers, projects for money raising and issuing scholarships.

President: Genevieve Pignatello
Vice-President: Lisa Armstrong
Secretary: Pat Pisano
Treasurer: Ginny Riggs
Historian: Pamela Armstrong
Advisors: Mrs. M. Miller R.N.
Mrs. P. Schmidt R.N.

Film Club

The purpose of the Film Club is to encourage student expression through the medium of film. Students plan, edit, and screen their own productions, in addition to viewing and evaluating professionally made films.

President: Mike Pinadella
Vice-President: Karl Ogden
Advisor: Mr. Robert Sayegh
Boys Bowling

The Bowling Club is an after school activity that meets once a week for the full year. Its members are divided into teams, handicaps are given, and they then compete against each other. At the end of the season trophies are awarded to the leading teams and bowlers.

Advisor: Mr. Bombelli

Tennis Club

Humane Society

The purpose of the Humane Society is to aid homeless, unwanted strays and to promote interest in conserving our diminishing wildlife. One of its main functions is to educate people to the many problems of animals. It also raises money for larger, more established animal protection agencies.

Co-Presidents: Mary Post
Mary Flannagan
Secretary: Catherine Bender
Advisor: Mrs. Nyire
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**Key Club**

The Key Club is a service organization sponsored by the Passaic Kiwanis Club.

**President:** Charles Hellings  
**Vice-President:** John Mullins  
**Secretary-Treasurer:** Charles Huhn  
**Advisor:** Mr. Paul Sisco

---

**Music Activities Organization**

---

**Booster Club**

**President:** Gayle Pickard  
**Vice-President:** Rosemarie Andreano  
**Secretary:** Joyce Hewitt  
**Treasurer:** Marguerite Ciula  
**Advisor:** Mrs. Virginia O'Brien
The Commercial Service Corps preforms typing and duplicating services for the staff. The students who preform these duties are recruited from the various typing classes. This is an opportunity for the girls to get additional training in typing, as well as in operating the duplicating machine.

Advisor: Mrs. H. Williams
Not Pictured:
Italian Club
V.I.C.A.
C.H.E.
Camera Club
C.O.E.
German Club

President: Sarah Ann Kish
Vice-President: Jackie Moesch
Secretary: Mary Ellen Post
Treasurer: David Felix
Advisor: Mr. John Becker

French Club

A French dinner prepared by the members, a fondue party, field trips to a French play and a movie, as well as selling French perfumes were among the activities conducted by the French Club to familiarize students with the various aspects of French culture.

President: Christine Vinton
Vice-President: Anne Dikovich
Recording Secretary: Barbara Jacquin
Corresponding Secretary: Bernadette Rupple
Treasurer: Nancy Heyn
Advisor: Mrs. Betro

Spanish Club

President: Anne-Marie Shapiola
Vice-President: Nancy Goetz
Secretary: Sheila Vinton
Historian: Janet Loconro
Treasurer: Anne Savastano
Advisor: Mrs. Dolores Fernandez
Guidance Aides

Attendance Checkers

Office Aides

Library Aides
SKI CLUB
HOCKEY CLUB
The hockey team although only in its second year, made an improvement over last years team. This years record, 4-6-1, was the best achieved. High points were Dave Uhrin leading the team with six goals and Joe Sudol the teams leading scorer with Twelve points. Joe was also recognized as the most valuable player. Team loyalty was evident by Coach DeGroot and the members of the team for giving their time at such hours as 3:00 in the morning. Next year they are looking forward to their best season yet.
Judy Antonucci
Bob Dhuyvetter
Jill DeYoung
Susan Dirienzo
Rosanna DiCarlo
Jim Kerr
Nancy King
Dawn MacDonald
Edie Manzo
Paula Nier
Debbie Nordyke
Dawn Pascale
Todd Radwin
Thomas Spadafora
Al Sypniewski
Pat Mancuso
Kathy Mason
Susan Shaw
Debra Batson
Steve Pullara
Rumplestiltskin
a Christmas Play by
Masque & Sandel
Dracula Baby
by the
Senior Class

CAST
John Cipollotti, Dawn Bodrogi, Ron Paneriti, Wayne Wolverton, Ruth Bellow, Joe Costa, Steve Costa, Mary Ann Miller, Directed by Mr. Anthony DePasquale
Christmas — a time for giving . . . giving a little of what we have and take for granted, and sharing it with those less fortunate. Our rewards? Several smiling faces, and in our hearts a feeling of warmth, we might have never taken the time to notice. We knew they were grateful, but will they ever realize why we thank them?
nine-teen hundred
UNDERCLASSMEN
seven five, six, seven
UNDERCLASSMEN
seven five, six, seven
Mathematics
Music

Physical Ed

Mrs. Santillo

Miss Silk

Mrs. Smollen

Mr. Stewart

Miss Anderson

Mr. Barresi

Mr. Kirkpatrick

Miss Alape

Mr. Bender

Miss Bridenburg

Mrs. Duffy

Mr. Liscko
Mr. Mazza  Mr. McMahon  Miss Mingst  Miss Mirabella  Mr. Pellechia

Mr. Aharrah  Mr. Biscaha  Mr. Bray  Mr. Caruso

Sciences
Special Ed.

Mrs. Boyan

Mr. Murray

Mrs. Puzzo

Mrs. Wehenmeyer

Mrs. Bardel

Mrs. Levitsky

Mrs. Klopper

Mr. Reinhardt

Mr. Steffy

Mr. Surage

Mr. Tarrant
Secretaries

Mrs. Brennan

Miss Carriero

Mrs. Kuno

Mrs. Oricchio

Mrs. Richter

TEACHERS AIDES

B. Alicia
J. Cantisano
J. Christiano
A. De Furia
E. De Graaf
L. Donegan
M. Ivens
F. Niemy
A. Owen
T. Petronchak
T. Richardson
C. Terpak
P. Zummo
E. Musterer

Miss Richter

Mrs. Upritchard
R. Avato
R. Canning
M. Fiorillo
H. Harding
W. Heerema
E. Kuhla
J. Lea
D. Luciano
T. Macones
J. Mooney
A. Reshutko
W. Ross
A. Scarpa
B.Selepouchin
J. Sklenar
E. Smith
J. Wagniere

Custodians
Girls Show 74
Thank you, Mr. K.
THANK YOU:

Josten’s American Yearbook Co.
Mr. Frank Ball, Jr.
Lorstan-Thomas Studios
Mrs. Marie Brennan
Mrs. Thelma Mathews
Mr. James Mercadante
Miss Georgeanna Bastory
Mr. John Heyn
Mr. Gary Price
Mr. Andreotta
Mr. and Mrs. Masterpasqua
Jimmy A. Jar
Our cumatas
Ellen Farkash
Mary Ann Belding
Barbara Braunstein
Lena DiGangi
Ed Sullivan
Sue Heinz

C 1973 Dawnbreaker Music Company. Used by permission only. All rights reserved.
The Downstairs Attic
“Best wishes to the class of ’74

Congratulations Class of ’74
Passaic Valley Banking Center of Broadway Bank and Trust

Best wishes, Ms. D.

Yours in good health, European Health Spa

Mr. Milton Naruta

McBride 46 Carwash

Falls Diner

Shop at Sid’s and save
1330 Willowbrook Mall

---

Think Snow, the Ski Club
Booster Club

Turk’s Barber Shop
Good luck to the class of ’74, from Freddy Farmer

Laurice Hair Fashions
McBride Liquors
McBride Ave., W. Paterson

Duet Hair Stylists
263 Union Ave., Paterson
274-3704
Ice Hockey Club

Swisher Pharmacy
Little Falls Music Center
77 Main St., L.F. 256-1929

W. Paterson Delicatessen
Joseph Lobosco Agency
McBride Ave., L.F.
256-7703

---

“Best wishes to a nice class”
“Good luck to all,” Uncle Mikey
“Best of luck”, love Mom
Thomas Miller
Eleonora Klopper
B. Doherty
Paul Sisco
Susan Mingst
Dorothy Schaeft
Joseph Biscara
Jenilyn Mullaney
Mr. Bombelli
D.E.C.A.
R.G. Sheffield
Mrs. Helen Williams
Mr. and Mrs. James O’Brien
William F. Grady, Superintendent
E.B.G.B.
Mrs. Marion Miller
Hackensack High School
Paul Kokolus
Barbara Brock
Mr. and Mrs. John Pinadella
Mr. and Mrs. John King and family
James MULLEN
Chris Porcelli
Gary Reed Price
Alida Koons
Mr. and Mrs. John King and family
Debbie Drecki
Bananas, Doone, Joe, murph, Sid
Mike and Debbie

Mr. and Mrs. John Pinadella
Mr. and Mrs. J. Scalice
Mr. Lijoi
Mr. Sisco, our faithful patron
John and Sue Garrett
Mr. and Mrs. Farkash
Suzanne Bardenburg
Robin Hood
Mr. and Mrs. F. Passenti
Paul and Carol
Zeta Sigma Chi

Hoy es el primer día del resto de tu vida
Helen and Andy Kovalich
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dionne
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. C. Mowrey
Anonymous
June and Bill Shaw
Mr. and Mrs. George Cirangle
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Aboyaun
Ann Realmuta
Sam Realmuta
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pagano
Happy Days

---
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I Remember a Time...